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Future climate changes will alter disturbance regimes worldwide with important
implications for many ecological and social systems. In west central British Columbia,
Canada, fire and insect disturbances have shaped the historic character of Douglas-fir
(Pseudotsuga menziesii var. glauca Beissn. Franco) dominated forests. However, since
AD 1900 fire suppression and other forest management practices have led to denser
forests and conifer encroachment into grasslands. Considering climate changes in interior
British Columbia are expected to result in warmer and drier conditions, understanding the
influence of climate on forest disturbances is crucial for land managers tasked with both
mitigating the effects of disturbance and promoting resilience in forest ecosystems. This
research focused on developing multi-century, annually-resolved records of fire and
western spruce budworm outbreaks to evaluate: the historic climate conditions related to
these disturbances; the influence of grassland proximity on disturbance-climate
relationships; and, whether western spruce budworm outbreaks were related to fire
activity.
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At the landscape scale, a detailed study in the Churn Creek Protected Area
revealed spatially variable stand structure and fire-climate relationships at a low elevation
forest-grassland ecotone over the interval AD 1600 to 1900. This finding suggests the site
was characterized by fires of mixed-severity dominated by frequent, low-severity, fires
related to positive antecedent moisture conditions punctuated by widespread fires of
moderate to high severity related to intervals of persistent drought. At the regional scale,
the influence of interannual climate variability and large-scale patterns of climate
variability (e.g. El Nino Southern Oscillation) was evaluated using new and existing
records of fire history and multiple climate pattern reconstructions. Regional fire activity
was shown to be significantly related to interannual climate variability, and no consistent
patterns between regional fire years and the individual phases or phase combinations of
large-scale patterns of climate variability were detected. The findings suggest that the
spatial expression of large-scale climate patterns translates into weak and undetectable
terrestrial effects related to fire activity in this region. The influence of grassland
proximity on disturbance history was investigated using site-level and regional tree-ring
reconstructions of western spruce budworm outbreaks and fire activity based on four sites
adjacent to grasslands and four sites not adjacent to grasslands between AD 1600 and
1900 (fire) and AD 1600 and 2009 (western spruce budworm). Fires affecting grassland
proximal sites were more frequent than fires occurring in forests not adjacent to
grasslands, and the character of western spruce budworm outbreaks was generally
consistent among all sites. Fire activity was related to both warm, dry and cool, wet
conditions in the fire year and/or year(s) preceding the fire depending on proximity to
grasslands, suggesting climate conditions associated with both fine fuel growth and
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drying are key determinants for fire activity. The initiation of western spruce budworm
outbreaks was significantly related to drought and this relationship was enhanced at sites
adjacent to grasslands. At the site-level and regional scale, no consistent association was
found between the initiation of western spruce budworm outbreaks and fire years
indicating the historic interaction between these disturbances is weak or non-existent.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Natural disturbances in the Cariboo Forest Region
The Cariboo Forest Region (CFR) is located within the Chilcotin Plateau
physiographic region of west central British Columbia (B.C.), Canada (Church and Ryder
2010). Deeply incised by the Fraser, Nicola, Thompson and Chilcotin rivers, extensive
natural grasslands characterize the arid river valley-bottoms etched below the plateau
surface. Above 700 m above sea level (asl) a forest-grassland ecotone marks a dynamic
ecological boundary demarcated by a gradual transition from grasslands to montane
forests (Tisdale 1947; Tisdale and McLean 1957). Forests in the lower and middle
montane ecosystems are dominated by Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii var. glauca
Beissn. Franco) and lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta Dougl.) trees. Multiple variables
control the position of the ecotonal transition from grasslands to forests including
climate, fire and grazing history (Hansen and di Castri 2012; Risser 1995; Staver et al.
2011).
Numerous abiotic and biotic natural disturbances affect forest ecosystems in the
CFR (Daniels and Watson 2003; Axelson et al. 2010, Axelson et al. 2015). These
disturbances are defined as relatively discrete events that change the structure and
function of forest ecosystems and the physical environment (White and Pickett 1985).
Most of these disturbances are influenced by complex feedbacks related to ecological
legacies, climate variability and disturbance interactions. Typically, they are
distinguished by type (e.g. insect outbreak, fire, windthrow), spatial and temporal
characteristics, and severity.
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Prior to European settlement and contemporary forest management programs, fire
was the dominant ecological process that shaped forest ecosystems and grasslands in the
CFR. In this and similar settings in the Pacific Northwest, historically frequent fires
maintained open forests adjacent to grasslands and controlled the encroachment of
conifers into grasslands (Bai et al. 2004). Beginning around AD 1900, reduced fire
activity driven by land use changes and fire suppression activities, resulted in denser
forests and the encroachment of woody vegetation into native grasslands to decrease their
resiliency (Halpern et al. 2012; Halpern et al. 2016). These changes negatively impacted
habitat quality for native ungulate species and agricultural grazing (Bai et al. 2004),
increased the risk of dangerous and severe fire activity (Klenner et al. 2008) and
promoted the synchronicity of insect outbreaks (Swetnam and Lynch 1993; Raffa et al.
2008; Maclauchalan and Brooks 2009).
In the Douglas-fir dominated forests of the CFR, western spruce budworm (WSB)
(Choristoneura occidentalis Freeman) is the most widespread and destructive defoliating
insect (Alfaro et al. 2014; Axelson et al. 2015). Tree-ring records show that since AD
1500 the spatial and temporal characteristics of WSB outbreaks in the Pacific Northwest
have been characterized by significant variability in intensity and severity (Flower et al.
2014a, Axelson et al. 2015; Flower 2016). The increased temporal and spatial outbreak
synchrony since AD 1900 is attributed to increasing forest density and host connectivity
(Flower et al. 2014a; Flower 2016). Stand-level studies in B.C. reveal that outbreaks of
moderate to high intensity are associated with overstory and understory mortality
(Maclauchalan and Brooks 2009), impacting forest ecosystem functioning and economic
value.
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1.2 Climate-disturbance relationships
Climate influences the frequency and severity of insect disturbances by altering
environmental conditions to directly promote or inhibit the survival of insects, or by
indirectly affecting the distribution and quality of food and habitat resources (Rhoades
1983; White, 1984; Mattson and Haack 1987; Campbell 1993). Historical WSB
outbreaks in the inland northwest and southwest United States (U.S.) have been linked to
intervals of transitional climate, where outbreaks were triggered by drought conditions
and then maintained by positive moisture conditions (Swetnam and Lynch 1993; Flower
et al. 2014a). Flower et al. (2014a) postulated that warm, dry years in the Pacific
Northwest promote insect survival and dispersal, while wet and cooler years following
outbreak initiation increase the quantity and quality of food resources.
Large-scale climate fluctuations also influence the spatial and temporal impact of
forest fires (e.g. Westerling et al. 2003; Westerling et al. 2006; Heyerdahl et al. 2008).
During intervals of persistent drought reduced fuel moisture preconditions forested
landscapes for widespread fire activity (Burgan 1979: Westerling et al. 2006). In contrast,
intervals of positive moisture conditions impact fine fuel growth and influence the
character of ignition and fire spread in environments with a significant component of fine
fuels (Westerling et al. 2003; Gartner et al. 2012; Rother and Grissino-Mayer 2014).
Research in B.C. documents a positive relationship between fire activity and interannual
moisture stress as recorded by the Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI) (Daniels and
Watson 2003; Heyerdahl et al. 2012). Shoennagel et al. (2007) and Heyerdahl et al.
(2008) also show that anomalously warm, dry, large-scale periods of intradecadal and
decadal climate variability are directly correlated to intervals of enhanced fire activity.
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1.3 Research motivation
Future changes in climate, land-use and population will impact disturbance
regimes in all global biomes to result in changes that will have important consequences
for ecological and social systems (Turner 2010). The forest ecosystems of B.C. are the
most varied of any province in Canada and are a valuable ‘natural laboratory’ for
studying the past, current and future effects of climate variability on ecosystem structure
and function. While uncertainty surrounds the magnitude of future climate changes in this
region and the associated ecological effects, high-resolution proxy records of historic
climate and disturbances present an exceptional opportunity for examining past
disturbance-climate relationships to better inform future predictions.
This dissertation examines the historic influence of climate variability on both fire
activity and WSB outbreaks, and assesses the influence of WSB outbreaks on the
occurrence of fire. It also seeks to determine whether proximity to grasslands affects
these relationships.
Long-term spatially explicit information on historic fire activity is poorly
documented in the CFR (Iverson et al. 2002; Daniels and Watson 2003; Axelson et al.
2010). The few published studies suggest that causal historical relationships exist
between climate fluctuations and both fire activity and WSB outbreaks in the region
(Heyerdahl et al. 2008; Flower 2016). Understanding the historic character of
disturbances and disturbance-climate relationships will better inform forest and grassland
management strategies related to activities such as prescribed fire and thinning.
Therefore, the specific objectives of the research were to:
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1.

determine the relationship(s) between historic fire activity and interannual
climate variability, and characterize the severity of past fire activity at
grassland forest ecotone in the Churn Creek Protected Area (CCPA);

2.

develop multi-century reconstructions of fire activity at a number of
representative sites in the CFR, and determine the climate drivers
(interannual, intradecadal, decadal) of local, moderate and regional fire
years; and,

3.

develop multi-century reconstructions of WSB outbreaks at representative
sites in the CFR, and incorporate existing outbreak reconstructions to
determine if grassland proximity influences the relationships between
climate, fire and WSB outbreaks.

1.4 Organization of dissertation
Following this chapter, Chapters 2, 3 and 4 present the main results of the
dissertation. These results are presented in the dissertation as individual manuscripts
written and formatted for refereed journal submission. Chapter 2 is presently in revision
for Ecological Applications and presents a detailed characterization of grassland and
widespread fire activity (frequency and severity) in the CCPA. Chapter 3 is currently
being revised for resubmission to the Journal of Geophysical Research Biogeosciences. It
describes eight new fire history reconstructions that were used in conjunction with
several existing fire histories to identify regional fire years and significant relationships
with large-scale patterns of climate variability in the CFR. Chapter 4 is formatted for
submission to the journal Forest Ecology and Management. It presents new and existing
reconstructions of WSB outbreaks and existing fire histories in order to document
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disturbance-climate relationships and disturbance interactions at eight sites in the CFR.
The dissertation concludes with Chapter 5, where the main contributions of the research
are identified and presented with linkages to specific management applications. In
Chapter 5, I also identify four future research themes that stem from the research
presented in the dissertation. Appendix I has supplementary information relevant to
Chapter 2.
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Chapter 2 Mixed-severity fire history at a forest-grassland ecotone in
west central British Columbia, Canada
2.1

Article information
Chapter 2 consists of a manuscript accepted for publication by Ecological

Applications. The text and figures are from the accepted manuscript but have been
renumbered and reformatted for consistency within the dissertation. The citation style has
been reformatted for consistency throughout the dissertation.
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2.2

Abstract
This study examines spatially variable stand structure and fire-climate

relationships at a low elevation forest-grassland ecotone in west central British Columbia,
Canada. Fire history reconstructions were based on samples from 92 fire-scarred trees
and stand demography from 27 plots collected over a 7 km2 area. Historical chronologies
of widespread fires and localized grassland fires between AD 1600 and 1900 were
documented. Relationships between fire events, reconstructed values of the Palmer
Drought Severity Index and annual precipitation were examined using superposed epoch
and bivariate event analyses. Widespread fires occurred during warm, dry years and
tended to be preceded by multiple years having similar conditions. Localized fires that
affected only grassland-proximal forests were more frequent than widespread fires. These
localized fires showed a lagged, positive, relationship with wetter conditions. The
landscape pattern of forest structure provided further evidence of complex fire activity
with multiple plots shown to have experienced low, mixed and/or high-severity fires over
the last four centuries. The findings indicate that historically this forest-grassland ecotone
was characterized by fires of mixed-severity dominated by frequent, low-severity, fires
punctuated by widespread fires of moderate to high severity. This landscape-level
variability in fire-climate relationships and patterns in forest structure has important
implications for fire and grassland management in west central British Columbia and
similar environments elsewhere. Forest restoration techniques such as prescribed fire and
thinning are oftentimes applied at the forest-grassland ecotone on the basis that
historically high frequency, low severity fires defined the character of past fire activity.
This study provides forest managers and policy makers important information on mixed
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severity fire activity at a low elevation forest-grassland ecotone, a crucial prerequisite for
the effective management of these complex ecosystems.

2.3

Introduction
Extensive natural grasslands characterize the arid valley-bottoms of the Fraser,

Nicola and Thompson rivers of interior southern British Columbia (B.C.). At elevations
over 700 m above sea level (asl) in these valleys, however, there is often sufficient
moisture to support trees allowing for a gradual transition to forests (Tisdale 1947;
Tisdale and McLean 1957; Nicholson et al. 1991). Like forest-grassland ecotones
elsewhere, this transition is recognized as a dynamic natural boundary controlled by a
complex suite of abiotic and biotic factors including fire, climate and grazing (Hansen
and di Castri 1992; Risser 1995; Staver et al. 2011). An important ecological legacy in
the forest-grassland ecotones of interior southern B.C. is the spatial and temporal pattern
of historical fires, as the severity of past fires is retained in the demographic patterns of
forest structure.
High-frequency, low-severity, fires are presumed by many to be responsible for
the historical character and extent of the forest-grassland ecotones of interior B.C.
(Lepofsky et al. 2003, Bai et al. 2004). However, mixed-severity fire regimes are
increasingly recognized as integral to the long-term ecology of similar dry forests and
forest-grassland ecotones in western North America (Arsenault and Klenner 2005;
Hessburg et al. 2007; Sherriff and Veblen 2007; Klenner et al. 2008; Perry et al. 2011;
Odion et al. 2014, Sherriff et al. 2014). ‘Mixed-severity’ is used to describe both the
variability in fire severity over multiple fires at one site, and the variation in burn severity
in one fire (Perry et al. 2011). These mixed-severity regimes are generally the product of
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interactions between top-down climate forcing and bottom-up controls of fuel and
topography (Perry et al. 2011; Marcoux et al. 2015; Chavardes and Daniels 2016).
Moderate to severe fires kill overstory trees and characteristically allow for the
establishment of patchy even-age cohorts under conditions of sufficient seed source and
post-fire climate suitable for tree establishment (Oliver and Larson 1990). The resulting
heterogeneous forest structure supports diverse habitat, greater species diversity and
demonstrates resiliency to disturbance (Reich et al. 2001; Petersen and Reich 2008;
Heyerdahl et al. 2012). While the same fires are presumed to play a key ecological role in
maintaining the adjacent grasslands (Tisdale and McLean 1957; Turner and Krannitz
2001; Sherriff and Veblen 2007), the historical encroachment of trees into these
grasslands and the conifer infilling of meadows in the forest-grassland ecotone is of
growing ecological and economic concern (Covington and Moore 1994; Bai et al. 2004;
Klenner et al. 2008).
Native grasslands and the forests adjacent to these grasslands are economically
important forage areas for livestock grazing within interior B.C. (Bai et al. 2004). In the
absence of 20th century fires trees such as Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga meziesii var. glauca
Beissn. Franco), ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa Dougl. ex P. &C. Laws) and Rocky
Mountain juniper (Juniperus scopulorum) are advancing beyond the forest-grassland
ecotone to encroach into the adjacent upper elevation grasslands (Strang and Parminter
1980, Turner and Krannitz 2001; Lepofsky et al. 2003; Bai et al. 2004). This
encroachment has significantly reduced the available forage area (Turner and Krannitz
2001; Bai et al. 2004) and has many advocating for the application of enhanced
management practices to restore their historical character (Klenner et al. 2008; Hessburg
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et al. 2016). With recent research indicating that prescribed fire and mechanical
treatments applied heterogeneously across similar landscapes assists in the restoration of
historical multi-scale structural complexity (Ryan et al. 2013; Hessburg et al. 2016), there
is an acute need to establish reference conditions of the prevailing fire regime prior to the
initiation of modern land-use practices in the mid- to late-1800s (Landres et al. 1999;
Swetnam et al. 1999; Keane et al. 2009).
The goal of this study was to describe landscape-level variability in fire
occurrence, stand structure and fire-climate relationships at a forest-grassland ecotone in
west central B.C. The intent of the research was to: (1) use dendroecological methods to
describe tree establishment histories in forested areas of the study area; (2) characterize
wildfire activity in terms of frequency and severity; and, (3) document fire-climate
relationships. Ecological data derived from dendrochronological investigations and stand
demography methods is used to reconstruct past fire regimes (Falk et al. 2011).
Fire-scarred trees preserve an annual and sometimes seasonal record of fire events
(Arno and Sneck 1977) and documentation of stand age structure provides insights on the
severity of past fires (e.g. Marcoux et al. 2015; Chavardes and Daniels 2016). While the
term ‘fire severity’ can encompass both aboveground and belowground ecological
changes that arise from fire activity (Keeley 2009), in this study the term ‘fire severity’ is
used to describe only the effects of fire activity on forest structure.
Comparable baseline ecological data for historical fire regimes in central interior
B.C. is limited (Daniels and Watson 2003; Heyerdahl et al. 2007, 2008, 2012). Given
this, it was hypothesized that frequent, low severity fires would affect grassland proximal
forests (fuel-limited ecosystems) and have a positive relationship with antecedent
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moisture conditions. It was also postulated that historically widespread fires occurred
with greater severity across the entire study area and were climatically-related to
persistent drought-like conditions.
This research provides valuable insight into the response of interior forestgrassland ecosystems to changing climates. Furthermore, the research findings provide
information essential for developing future forest management strategies and for
designing restoration treatments appropriate to changing climate-fire regimes.

2.4

Methods
2.4.1

Study area

The study area is located in the Churn Creek Protected Area (CCPA) on the
Fraser Plateau in west central B.C., Canada (Figure 2.1). The CCPA was established in
1995 primarily for the conservation of native low, middle and high elevation bunchgrass
grasslands (B.C. Parks 2000). The adjacent Empire Valley Ranch area was added to the
CCPA in 1998. The CCPA now covers almost 37,000 ha of grasslands and interior
Douglas-fir forests, and is the largest area of protected native grassland in B.C. (Reid
2008, 2010).
The study area encompasses an area of approximately 7 km2 within the central
CCPA and ranges in elevation from 850 to 1300 m asl (Figure 2.2). The CCPA is located
within the rainshadow of the Pacific Ranges of the B.C. Coast Mountains. It typically
experiences warm, dry summers and cold, dry winters (Moore et al. 2010). Climate
normals (AD 1971-2000) at Big Creek (60 km northwest of the study area) average 13°C
in July and -10°C in January. Precipitation totals range from 51 mm of rain in the
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summer months to 25 cm of snowfall in winter months, with 337 mm of precipitation
falling annually (Environment and Climate Change Canada 2016).

Figure 2.1. The Churn Creek Protected Area study site located in west central British
Columbia showing the location of 92 sampled fire-scarred trees and 27 age-structure
plots (Google Earth 2016). The hatched network is the 500 m grid used to locate the agestructure plots. White circles with numbered boxes represent plot locations and numbers,
black circles mark fire-scarred trees sampled in this study and stars indicate spot
elevations in the study area.
The CCPA landscape is characterized by relatively flat terrain or gentle east to
southeast-facing slopes at elevations ranging from 850 to 1100 m asl. The vegetation is
dominated by a mosaic of grasslands and Douglas-fir forests that shift in composition in
response to local site-specific changes in climate, site or historical impacts (B.C. Parks
2000). Grassland vegetation is characterized by bluebunch wheatgrass (Elymus spicatus),
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short-awned porcupine grass (Hesperostipa spartea) and spreading needlegrass
(Acnatherum richardsonii). Forested areas are dominated by Douglas-fir trees, with small
pockets of trembling aspen (Populus tremuloides Michx.) found in moist depressions.
From 1100 to 1300 m asl, the CCPA landscape is generally flat with a slight
southeast-facing aspect. At 1000-1100 m asl the upper grassland transitions to a
vegetation cover consisting increasingly of Douglas-fir trees. At elevations close to 1300
m asl Douglas-fir forests dominate, with aspen at moister sites and infrequent lodgepole
pine (Pinus contorta Dougl.). At elevations above 1300 m asl and outside the study area,
lodgepole pine intermixes with Douglas-fir and then becomes the dominant montane tree
species above 1500 m asl.

Figure 2.2. (A) Landscape view of the study site looking southeast towards Plots 16 and
17. (B) Sample collected from a standing dead Douglas-fir tree at Plot 4. The tree was
located about 200 m from expansive grasslands and within a closed canopy forest. This
tree records twelve fire events from AD 1620-1896 with an average return interval of 25
years.
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During the twentieth century, Douglas-fir trees in the CCPA encroached into
many middle and upper grasslands. The character of this encroachment is similar to that
recorded elsewhere in B.C. (Strang and Parminter 1980; Turner and Krannitz 2001;
Lepofsky et al. 2003; Bai et al. 2004) and in the western United States (Soulé and Knapp
2000; Heyerdahl et al. 2006). Previous research shows this conifer encroachment into
grasslands occurs during sporadic seedling establishment events and/or by a process of
steady infilling. The factors influencing the nature of this infilling include the reduction
in fire occurrence since the early 1900s (Turner and Krannitz 2001; Heyerdahl et al.
2006), and warmer spring temperatures and reduced spring snow depth since the 1970s
(Lepofsky et al. 2003). More broadly, twentieth-century conifer encroachment into
grasslands is oftentimes ascribed to a combination of factors including climate, domestic
livestock grazing and the cessation of frequent fire (Bai et al. 2004; Heyerdahl et al.
2006).
Limited archeological evidence shows First Nations activity in the region dates to
before 5000 years ago (Cybulski et al. 2007; Reid 2008, 2010). Cultural depressions at
Big Bar Lake indicate winter occupation of pithouse villages, as well as the procurement
of food from local sources (Wilson 1998). Oral histories suggest a traditional use of
grassland fires in the region to promote ungulate browsing. Fires were deliberately set in
spring to thin understory brush and suppress encroaching sagebrush and conifer seedlings
(Turner 1999; Blackstock and McAllister 2004).
Early gold explorers passed through the CCPA in the early to mid-1800s and
small placer mines operated in the Empire Valley through the late 1800s (Parminter
1978). Cattle ranching began at Gang Ranch north of the study area in the 1860s, and
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small herds of cattle have been grazing in the Empire Valley since the end of 19th
century. The number of cattle in the Empire Valley varied through the early 1900s,
peaking in the 1960s with 2000 head of cattle (B.C. Parks 2000). Historical logging
occurred within parts of the study area in the early 1900s and led to patches of higherdensity second growth stands.
2.4.2

Site selection, field sampling and sample processing

A 7000 ha area within the CCPA was identified for study in 2013 (Figure 2.1).
The area was selected to avoid sites influenced by historical and contemporary logging,
as well as areas likely to have been influenced by prescribed fire and thinning activities
(B.C. Parks 2000). As previous research indicates that forest-grassland adjacency is
useful for extracting climate-fire relationships in grassland environments (Sherriff and
Veblen 2008; Gartner et al. 2012), a study area was selected that included mature,
grassland-adjacent forests. Field reconnaissance showed that beyond approximately 400
m from the expansive grasslands characterizing the CCPA, elevation and forest density
typically increased.
Plots to determine tree establishment histories in forested areas were located
based on a 500 m grid over the study area (Figure 2.1). At sites with minimal forest
cover, the density of plots was increased and a 250 m grid used. Plots were randomly
adjusted 50 or 75 m when grid intersection points occurred in areas affected by seasonal
roads, absence of forest cover, very steep slopes and/or evidence of historical logging. A
n-tree density adapted plot sampling strategy was employed (Lessard et al. 2002; Brown
and Wu 2005) where the plot size varied and the nearest 30 standing dead trees, snags or
living trees ≥ 1.7 m in height to the plot centre were sampled. Increment borers were used
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to take two cores ~25 cm above the ground surface from trees with a diameter at breast
height (dbh) ≥ 7 cm. Basal disks were taken from all trees with a dbh of < 7 cm. At Plot 7
basal sections were taken from 30 seedlings approximately 25 cm tall to establish a sitelevel coring-height correction factor (Wong and Lertzman 2001).
To reconstruct fire history records at each plot, 1-6 fire-scarred trees with the
greatest number of scars were identified within circular 1 ha search areas surrounding the
centre of each plot (Arno and Sneck 1977; Amoroso et al. 2011; Chavardes and Daniels
2016). Scar samples were collected from living trees and standing dead trees, as well as
from fallen logs, stumps and coarse woody debris. In addition, fire-scarred trees with
well-preserved fire records outside the 1 ha search areas were opportunistically sampled.
Increment cores and fragile cross sections were glued to wooden mounts and
allowed to air dry. The samples were sanded with progressively finer grits until the xylem
cellular structure was visible under magnification. Both visual and statistical methods
(Grissino-Mayer 2001) were used to crossdate all samples against a previously developed
master chronology (AD 1490-2009) from nearby Farwell Canyon (Axelson et al. 2015).
Fire scars were dated based on their year of record in crossdated annual rings
(Dieterich and Swetnam 1984). Whenever possible the fire season was assigned on the
intra- or inter-ring position of the scar. Each fire was classified as having occurred:
during the dormant season; during the time of early-, middle-, or late-earlywood cell
development; or, during the formation of latewood cells (Baisan and Swetnam 1990). I
interpreted dormant season scars to represent fires that occurred in the late summer or fall
following the cessation of seasonal latewood growth (Caprio and Swetnam 1995). The
modern season of peak fire activity supports this convention.
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The establishment date of individual trees (living and dead) within each plot was
determined from the increment cores or basal disks by annual ring counts and crossdating
(Grissino-Mayer 2001). Correction factors were used to account for cores that missed the
pith and to adjust for sampling height error (Sigafoos and Hendricks 1969). In the case of
off-centre cores, a geometric model was used to estimate the number of rings to the pith
(Duncan 1989). To correct for coring height, the average age of 30 seedlings 25 cm tall
was added. No correction factors were applied to the basal disks.
2.4.3

Fire history, frequency and severity

Two fire chronologies were reconstructed. One chronology was constructed from
fires that scarred at least 25% of recording samples across the entire study area where at
least 2 trees recorded a fire event (referred to hereafter as ‘widespread fires’). Fire dates
from samples located within 400 m of grasslands and that scarred at least 10% of
recording trees (and that has at least 2 trees recording the fire event) were composited
into a second chronology (referred to hereafter as ‘grassland fires’). The grassland fire
chronology included all fire years that affected the forest-grassland ecotone. To exclude
modern human influences on local fire regimes, fire events after AD 1900 were excluded
from the fire chronologies.
Fire severity was inferred from stand demography reconstructed from the
establishment plots. The establishment of even-aged Douglas-fir forest cohorts within
interior B.C. characteristically follows disturbance resulting from fires, insect outbreaks
and windthrow events (Heyerdahl et al. 2012). For this study, a cohort was identified if
five or more trees established within a 20 year period, preceded by a 30 year period over
which no trees established (Heyerdahl et al. 2012; Chavardes and Daniels 2016). Fire
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events recorded on samples within 150 m of a plot were then compared to the intervals of
establishment (cohorts) for that plot (Brown et al. 2008; Heyerdahl et al. 2012). I found
that including samples taken from fire-scarred trees within 150 m of each plot improved
the length and replication of fire events for the plot-level fire history reconstructions. Due
to the abundant presence of fire scars, soil charcoal and charred coarse woody debris
viewed within the even aged cohorts examined, it was postulated that all developed
following fire events. While cohorts can establish following other disturbances (Axelson
et al. 2009), no evidence of historical stand-altering insect or windthrow events was
found. Following Heyerdahl et al. (2012) I visually compared cohort establishment dates
with those captured by the Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI) reconstruction to
determine whether seedling establishment events followed intervals of cool and (or) wet
climate conditions.
The presence of fire scars and even-aged cohorts were used to assign each plot to
one of three classes of fire severity (Heyerdahl et al. 2012; Chavardes and Daniels 2016).
Low-severity fire plots were distinguished: (1) where there was scar evidence of multiple
fire years and the presence of a cohort originating after only the last fire; or, (2) when a
plot contained trees with variable establishment dates and no visible fire scars. Criteria
for identifying historic mixed-severity fire plots included: (1) the presence of multiple
fire scar years and two or more even aged-cohorts; or, (2) the presence of multiple fire
scar years and a cohort that was affected by subsequent fires. High-severity fire activity
was identified at plots with no fire-scarred trees and an even-aged cohort.
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2.4.4

Climate data

Tree-ring derived proxy indices of the PDSI and precipitation were used to
analyze fire-climate relationships from AD 1600-1900 (Cook et al. 2008a; Watson and
Luckman 2004). Negative PDSI values in June-August describe warm and dry
conditions, whereas positive values indicate wet, cool conditions (Cook et al. 2008a). In
the analyses that follow, reconstructed PDSI values from Gridpoint 30 (120 km north of
the study area, 805 m asl)(Cook et al. 2008a) were used. Autocorrelation from the PDSI
time series was removed by fitting an autoregressive integrated moving average model of
an order determined based on Akaike’s Information Criterion (Heyerdahl et al. 2008;
Flower et al. 2014a). A reconstruction of annual precipitation (previous June to current
July) at Big Creek, B.C., was also employed (Watson and Luckman 2004). Big Creek is
located 55 km northwest from the study area and at a similar elevation (1130 m asl).
Autocorrelation was not detected in the precipitation time series.
2.4.5

Fire-climate relationships

Superposed epoch analysis (SEA) and bivariate event analysis (BEA) were used
to evaluate for associations between the fire chronologies and climate variability.
Climate-fire studies commonly use SEA to elucidate interannual relationships between
fire occurrence and climate over short intervals (3-5 years) (Grissino-Mayer and
Swetnam 2000; Trouet et al. 2010). BEA has also been employed in fire-climate research
(e.g. Gartner et al. 2012; Rother and Grissino-Mayer 2014) to assess interactions between
fire activity and extreme climate events over variable windows of analysis (e.g. 10-30
years; Gavin et al. 2006; Gavin 2010).
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SEA was used to determine if the mean value of the climate reconstruction
differed significantly in each year before (t=-1 to -4), during (t) and after fire events
(t=+1 to +4). Confidence intervals of 95% and 99% were developed using bootstrapping
methods to assess statistical significance. The pre-whitened anomalies of PDSI and the
precipitation reconstruction were used in the SEA. BEA was conducted in K1D software
(Gavin 2010), and extreme climate years were defined as those where the index value
was at least one standard deviation (positive or negative) from the mean (Rother and
Grissino-Mayer 2014). The bivariate Ripley’s K-function was transformed to the L
function to stabilize the mean and variance and improve result interpretation (Gavin et al.
2006; Gavin 2010). Forward selection was used in the K1D software, where fire events
were preceded by extreme climate years, and 95% confidence intervals were generated
based on 1000 randomized Monte Carlo simulations. Values of the L function that exceed
the upper confidence interval indicate a strong relationship of fire events t years after the
extreme climate years. Values of the L function that fall below the lower confidence
interval indicate fire-climate asynchrony at t years after the extreme climate years. L
function values between the confidence intervals indicate fires occur independently of
extreme climate years.

2.5

Results
2.5.1

Fire history, frequency and severity

Partial cross sections from 98 fire-scarred Douglas-fir trees allowed for
identification of 437 individual fire scars. Six samples were excluded from analysis due
to substantial decay. The majority of fire scars (73%) were identified at the boundary
between latewood and earlywood. The ring position of the remaining scars was
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undetermined (16%), within the latewood (7%) or in the late portion of the earlywood
(3%). Very few scars were identified in the early or middle portion of the earlywood (n=
5, <1%).
A total of 14 unique widespread fire events and 28 unique grassland fire events
were identified from AD 1600 to 1900 (Figure 2.3; Appendix 1). Composited fire return
intervals were calculated to broadly characterize fire frequency at the plot level
(including 150 m search areas) (Table 2.1). After ~AD 1896 wildfire activity markedly
decreased, coinciding with the advent of cattle grazing, fire suppression and mineral
exploration in the region.
Twenty-seven stand demography plots were established. Twenty plots were
located at or near the intersection points of the 500 m grid and seven plots were located at
or near the intersection points of the 250 m grid (Figure 2.1). The locations of 10 plots
were adjusted from grid intersection points due to seasonal roads, absence of forest cover,
very steep slopes and/or evidence of historical logging.

Figure 2.3. Widespread (A) and grassland fire (B) chronologies between AD 1600 and
1900 used in these analyses. Widespread fire years were identified when fire was
recorded by at least 25% of recording samples over the entire research area. Grassland
fires were identified as fires that scarred at least 10% of recording samples (and ≥2
samples) within 400 m of grasslands. All fires recorded in the study area between AD
1600 and 2010 (C). All fires that occurred between AD 1901 and 2010 were not included
in the analyses and were not widespread. Widespread fires are thicker lines.
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I sampled 810 trees in the 27 plots. The plot radius varied from 10 to 17 m and the
average plot size was 0.03 ha. Pith was missed on 76% of cores, with between 1 and 15
rings added using the method described (Duncan, 1989). Samples were excluded if more
than 15 rings were needed to correct for pith (n= 31) or if establishment dates of dead
trees could not be found using crossdating methods (n=56). To correct for coring height,
the average age (23 years; range 15 to 33 years; standard deviation 4.6) of 30 seedlings
was added to the earliest year of each tree core.
Trees in five plots had multiple fire scar years and a cohort established in the midto late 1800s following the last recorded fire located within 150 m of the plot (Figure
2.4). One plot (Plot 6) had no fire scars or even aged-cohorts, but did exhibit variable tree
establishment over 400 years (Figure 2.4). Three plots had multiple cohorts and multiple
fire scars (Plots 1, 3 and 9). The majority of plots (n=13) had a single cohort established
in the mid-1800s and a record of multiple fires before and after the cohort established.
Three plots had no fire scars and the presence of one even-aged cohort (Plots 2, 10 and
28) or no cohort (Plot 8; Figure 2.4). One plot (Plot 11) had one fire event recorded on
one tree and one cohort. None of the cohorts examined showed a relationship between
establishment and intervals of cool and wet climate conditions.
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Table 2.1. Fire record characteristics for the 27 plots in the study area.
Plot

Fire record
(years AD)

Number
of fire
scar
samples

Number
of cohorts

Number of fire
return intervals

Mean return
interval
(years)

Range of return
interval
(years)

Fire regime
severity

First fire year
(year AD)a

Last fire year
(year AD)a

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
7B
8
9
10
11
12
16
17
19
24
25
26
28
31
32
33
34
35
35A
36

1677-2012
1587-2012
1588-2012
1601-1989
1592-2012
1600-1983
1712-2012
1719-2012
1755-1950
1689-2012
1680-2012
1550-1964
1689-2012
1609-2012
1784-2012
1741-2012
1780-1926
1640-2012
1606-2012
1520-2012
1689-2001
1665-2012

2
0
3
4
2
0
2
2
0
4
0
1
1
4
3
1
1
3
3
2
1
4
6
4
5
4

2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
0
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

8
11
19
10
7
15
16
*
2
14
7
2
5
8
7
10
4
14
17
17
11
8

23
20
16
18
33
16
13
*
47
11
20
69
48
37
6
11
18
16
15
22
16
18

7-62
4-39
1-33
4-40
11-70
3-29
2-41
*
46-47
1-34
1-47
61-76
26-74
12-104
1-11
5-22
10-29
6-42
3-88
8-58
2-81
2-36

Mixed
Not determined
Mixed
Mixed
Low
Low
Low
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a

Years when fire was recorded by ≥ 1 tree in plot.
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Figure 2.4. Fire history reconstructed from fire scars and post-fire even-aged cohorts for
the 27 plots. The x-axis of each histogram records the year of tree establishment in 30year bins and the y-axis measures the number of live and dead trees crossdated from each
plot (total number of trees in each plot given in parentheses). Cohorts are marked by the
establishment date of the youngest tree in the cohort.
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2.5.2

Fire-climate relationships

Statistically significant relationships were identified between fire years, PDSI and
precipitation using SEA (Figures 2.5 and 2.6). Years of widespread fires (t=0) were
significantly associated with dry and warm years (P < 0.01; Figure 2.6). Grassland fires
were not significantly associated with dry warm years in the fire year (t=0), but were
significantly associated with cooler, wetter conditions (P < 0.05; Figure 2.6) in the year
preceding the fire (t-1). In years with no fire (n=238), SEA indicates conditions were
cooler and wetter (P < 0.05).
Statistically significant relationships were found using BEA between extreme
PDSI and precipitation years, and widespread and grassland fire events (Figure 2.7).
Widespread fire years were synchronous with negative extreme PDSI years during the
fire year and nine years preceding the fire. Widespread fires were also synchronous with
dry conditions (negative extreme precipitation years) in the year of the fire (t=0) and the
year preceding the fire (t-1). While widespread fires were not related to positive PDSI
and positive precipitation extreme years, grassland fires were synchronous with positive
PDSI extreme years in the year of the fire (t=0) and positive precipitation extreme years
in the year of the fire and year preceding the fire (t=0, t-1). To summarize, BEA revealed
that widespread fires were in-phase with negative, extreme PDSI and precipitation years
but out of phase with positive, extreme PDSI and precipitation years. Grassland fires
were in-phase with positive, extreme PDSI and precipitation years and out of phase with
negative, extreme PDSI and precipitation years.
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Figure 2.5. Fire and climate relationships from AD 1600-1900. Widespread fire years
(large triangles) were identified where fire was recorded by at least 25% of samples over
the entire research area. Small triangles mark localized fires within 400 m of grasslands
(where at least 10% of recording samples (and ≥2 samples) were scarred). Lines
designate annual tree-ring reconstructed Palmer Drought Severity Index (Gridpoint 30;
Cook et al. 2008a) and precipitation (Big Creek; Watson and Luckman 2004) anomalies.
General gradients of climate conditions associated with each climate reconstruction are
on the right-hand axis (Watson and Luckman 2004; Cook et al. 2008a).
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Figure 2.6. Lagged interannual relationships of climate and fire from AD 1600-1900,
showing mean departures (standard deviations) from climate during 14 years with
widespread fire, 28 years with localized grassland fire, and 238 years with no fires for
years before (t = -4 to -4), during (t =0) and after (t = +4 to +4) fire or no fire years.
Climate records included in analysis include the Palmer Drought Severity Index
(Gridpoint 30; Cook et al. 2008a), and precipitation (Big Creek; Watson and Luckman
2004). Temporal autocorrelation was removed from the PDSI time series using an
ARMA model of an order determined based on Akaike’s Information Criterion. Dark
grey shading shows the fire relationships with statistically significant (at the 95%
confidence interval) anomalies. Stars indicate statistical significance at the 99%
confidence interval.
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Figure 2.7. Bivariate event analysis of the temporal association of extreme negative and
positive Palmer Drought Severity (Gridpoint 30; Cook et al. 2008a) and precipitation
(Watson and Luckman 2004) years with fire in CCPA (AD 1600-1900). Extreme climate
events were defined using a threshold based on ±1 SD. Black solid lines indicate Lhat
values (L function with stabilized mean and variance) for t years before the fire events
(t=0). Dotted lines indicate the upper and lower confidence intervals (95%). Lhat values
outside the confidence intervals indicate synchrony with fire, and values between the
confidence intervals indicate a random relation of fire and climate events. Grey shaded
bars highlight statistical significance (P<0.05).
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2.6

Discussion
2.6.1

Fire history

Between AD 1600 and 1900 the study area was affected by 14 widespread fires.
Twenty-eight smaller fires were recorded on at least two scarred trees located at or near
grassland areas over the same interval (Figures 2.4 and 2.5). Similar to research in the
adjoining Cariboo-Chilcotin region that reported a mean fire interval of 27 years (AD
~1600-1988; ~1 ha search areas; Daniels and Watson 2003), my data describes a mean
fire interval of 23 years averaged across the 21 plots with 2 or more fire scars (Table 2.1).
The limited number of grassland fires recorded from AD 1600 to 1700 is attributed to the
low number of >300 year old fire-scarred trees found within the local forest-grassland
ecotone.
The majority of fire scars were identified at the boundary between latewood and
earlywood cells. This observation suggests most fires occurred in late July to early
August at or near the cessation of the latewood growth season. In contrast, spring fires
recorded in the earlywood were very few (4% of scars). One notable exception was the
widespread fire of AD 1820 that scarred 32% of the middle to late earlywood or latewood
cells of recording samples. As regional fires were scarce in the spring of AD 1820
(Iverson et al. 2002; Daniels and Watson 2003; Heyerdahl et al. 2007, 2008, 2012), and
the reconstructed PDSI and precipitation records do not indicate anomalously dry
conditions (Figure 2.5), I speculate that First Nations burning or heightened lightning
activity may explain this unusual widespread fire event.
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2.6.2

Fire severity

The forest structure data indicates that stands throughout the study area
experienced both frequent, stand-maintaining fires and widespread, stand-altering fires.
At six plots evidence was found of low-severity fires. In five of the low-severity plots, it
appears that a cohort established after the last fire and, in the absence of subsequent fires,
grew to dominate the forest structure. These plots were mostly located in low-density
forest stands found adjacent to (within 50 m) or surrounded by grasslands (Figure 2.1).
Plot 6 exhibited multi-aged stand structure. Although no fire-scarred trees were located
within 150 m of Plot 6, consideration was given to multiple fire-scarred trees recording
many fire events within 300 m of Plot 6.
The criteria used to identify mixed-severity plots describe a history of frequent
fire events (range: 6 to 20 events) between AD 1600 and 1900 generally indicative of
low-severity fires, but punctuated by fire(s) of greater severity as reflected by the
presence of one or two even-aged cohorts (n=16 Plots; Figure 2.4). Cohorts which
established in the mid to late 1800s were affected by subsequent low- to moderateseverity fires. Multiple fire events and single cohorts were identified at 13 plots (Figure
2.4). Multiple cohorts and fire events were documented at three plots (Plots 1, 3 and 9;
Figure 2.4) suggesting the occurrence of at least two stand-altering fires of moderate to
high severity leading to the establishment of two even-aged cohorts. Instances where fire
(recorded by ≥ 2 scarred trees) and a cohort were identified in the same plot suggests that
three fires (AD 1798, 1841, 1848) were severe enough to cause tree mortality and the
subsequent initiation of a new cohort of trees (Figure 2.4).
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The fire history of Plots 10 and 28 reflects high-severity fire activity (Figure 2.4).
The absence of fire scars and the establishment of a cohort of the oldest trees suggests
that a high-severity fire caused substantial overstory mortality. This mortality would have
improved the light and nutritional space for survivors, as well as for seedling
establishment and growth.
Lastly, the fire severity of three plots (Plots 2, 8 and 11) located next to grasslands
was not determined (Figure 2.4). Plots 2 and 8 had variable tree establishment dates and
no fire scars. Plot 11 had a single fire event recorded by one tree and an even aged cohort.
At these plots the stands contained many young trees suggestive of grassland infilling in
the absence of fire and not high-severity fire effects.
The impact of fire suppression on contemporary stand structure was difficult to
quantify as fire, with the exception of small isolated fires (e.g. 1925, 1928 and 1955), has
generally been absent on this landscape for the past 100 years. In the absence of fire,
forest density increased over the past century and the interval between fire events at the
end of the 19th century lengthened (Figure 2.3). Similar findings have been reported for
other forest/grassland ecotones in western North America (Veblen et al. 2000). It is worth
noting that the classification of fire severity used in this study could have been affected
by this change in forest structure and fire frequency. The result would be
underrepresentation in the number of plots dominated by only low-severity fire and
inflation in the number of plots classified as mixed-severity fire history. In order to
reduce this source of uncertainty I recommend in the future increasing the number of
overstory trees sampled in each plot and applying a stratification by age class.
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2.6.3

Fire-climate relationships

The results show that fires affecting the CCPA forest-grassland ecotone are
controlled by both climate (top-down factors) and fine fuel development (bottom-up
factors). Superposed epoch analysis of PDSI and precipitation indicates that widespread
fires occurred during anomalously dry, warm years (Figure 2.6). Bivariate event analysis
supports this finding and adds that dry, warm conditions over multiple years precede
widespread fires (Figure 2.7). Extended droughts likely reduced the moisture content of
forest fuels across the entire study area. The increased availability of dry fuels would
have facilitated the spread of fire across the landscape leading to widespread fire events
(Miller and Urban 2000). During years of less extreme drought, pockets of vegetation
with greater moisture content would have persisted, hindering the spread of fire. The
association between extended drought conditions and widespread fires in similar settings
is well known (e.g. Collins et al. 2006; Heyerdahl et al. 2008; Morgan et al. 2008). For
example, in the southern interior of B.C. and within the inland areas of the northwestern
United States, widespread fires from AD 1650 to 1900 characteristically burned in years
with above-average warm, dry spring and summer conditions (Heyerdahl et al. 2008).
More specifically, Daniels and Watson (2003) found significant relationships between
major fire events and below-average precipitation in the year of the fire in southern
interior B.C.
Grassland fires in the CCPA were found to be associated with wetter, cooler
conditions in the year of the fire and the year preceding the fire. This climatic association
suggests that cool, wet spring and early summer conditions may promote the growth and
productivity of the herbaceous layer, thereby increasing the availability of fine fuels that
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would assist the spread of fire in grassland environments (i.e. Miller and Urban 2000).
During the peak fire season (July and August) conditions are generally hot and dry every
year, which would dry and cure the denser fine fuels. However, considering that a
relationship between dry, warm conditions during the fire year and the occurrence of
grassland fires, was not found, it is suggested that pockets of fuel must have remained
sufficiently moist to restrict the spread of grassland fires to smaller patches. Similar
associations between fires affecting grassland proximal forests and antecedent moisture
conditions are documented elsewhere (Westerling et al. 2003; Sherriff and Veblen 2008;
Gartner et al. 2012).
2.6.4

Mixed-severity fire from stand structure and fire-climate relationships

Grassland proximal forests are generally thought to be affected by low severity,
high frequency fires (Agee 1996; Swetnam and Baisan 1996; Everett et al. 2000;
Hessburg et al. 2005). However, the findings of this study suggest that the contiguous
landscape pattern of forest structure in the study area reflects variable fire behaviour and
frequency between AD 1600 and 1900. At three plots the presence of multiple cohorts
and fire scars was documented, indicating that fires burned with differential severity at
the plot level. Evidence was also found of variability in the burn severity of one fire. Plot
28 records the establishment of 21 trees over 19 years beginning in AD 1852. No firescarred trees were found within 500 m of Plot 28. By contrast, Plot 26 located ~700 m
from Plot 28 contains an even-aged cohort that established from AD 1852 to 1872.
Multiple fire-scarred trees within 150 m of Plot 26 record fire events in AD 1820 and
1841. These findings indicate that the behavior of fire in AD 1820 and/or 1841 caused
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high-severity, stand replacing fire effects at Plot 28, and moderate-severity fire effects at
Plot 26.
The partitioning of widespread fires and grassland fires and the associated
respective climate factors illustrates the complex interconnectedness of climate, fuel, fire
behaviour and effects. At the site or landscape scale, the documentation of mixed-severity
historical fire using the relationships between chronologies of fire events (e.g. widespread
and grassland fires) and climate variables has received little attention. The combined
insights provided by the landscape pattern of forest structure and fire frequency, and the
variable fire-climate relationships, provide convincing evidence of a historic mixedseverity fire history at the CCPA study site.
2.6.5

Management implications

Lower density forests dominated the CCPA historically. In the study area between
AD 1800-1900, 33 fires were recorded on at least 2 fire-scarred trees, whereas only 12
fires were recorded between AD 1900 and 2012. Increased human occupation and fire
suppression in the 20th century has reduced the number and size of fires affecting the
CCPA. As a result, conifer encroachment into the middle and upper grasslands and forest
density is increasing since AD 1900 (Figure 2.4) and presents ecological implications for
the management of the CCPA and similar environments in west central B.C. Between
AD 1965 and 2001 comparisons of aerial photographs suggests conifers encroached on
approximately 200 km2 of grassland, or 11% of grassland areas, in the Cariboo Forest
Region of B.C. (Grassland Strategy Working Group, 2001). Grasslands, and forests
adjacent to grasslands with important grass understory components, in B.C. and
elsewhere are economically important environments for livestock grazing. Conifer
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encroachment into grasslands reduces grass forage and grazing area for cattle. In addition
to livestock grazing, native ungulate species such as white tailed and mule deer and big
horn sheep rely on grasslands and open forests for food and shelter. First Nations in the
region use native grasslands for hunting and to harvest traditional foods and medicines
(Turner 1999).
The sample in Figure 2.2 was collected from a tree found near Plot 4 and records
12 fire events between AD 1642 and 1896. While the tree is located in a closed canopy
forest surrounded by younger trees, the high frequency of fires recorded by the tree
suggest Plot 4 was historically open and dominated by a few scattered mature trees with
little understory. In the event of fire, dense forests can fuel high severity fires and cause
overstory mortality. The loss of mature forests negatively impacts both the economic and
ecological forest values including timber resources, habitat and species diversity.
A government-led prescribed burning and thinning program has operated in the
CCPA since 2000 (Blackwell et al. 2001). The intent of the program is to promote the
health of native grasslands by reducing conifer encroachment, to enhance the habitat of
native grass and animal species, and to reduce the spread of noxious weeds (B.C. Parks
2000). The findings of this research document frequent historical fires in the CCPA and
lend support to these management activities. However, the record of widespread fires
between AD 1600 and 1900 suggests that, in order to maintain the natural range of
variability of fire activity and stand structure in the study area, forest and grassland
management activities should be expanded to include treatments to mimic patches
created by high-severity fire to increase stand-level heterogeneity (Churchill et al. 2013).
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Hierarchical forest management plans that incorporate prescriptions at the tree-,
patch-, stand- and landscape-levels and are based on promoting disturbances and
succession to guide ecological change, will be necessary to increase ecosystem
connectivity and capacity for resilience under a changing climate (Hessburg et al. 2015).
At the individual tree-level, the CCPA contains many large and old Douglas-fir trees that
dominate the canopy and have survived multiple fires and droughts while providing
reproductive resources for centuries. Restoration activities should prioritize the
preservation of these veteran living and dead trees to promote resilience and protect
valuable habitat (Hessburg et al. 2015). The application of patch-level prescriptions to
mimic tree clump and gap variability would ensure these dry to mesic mixed- and singlespecies conifer forests are managed to promote heterogeneity.

2.7

Conclusion
Two approaches were used to document historic low, and moderate to high,

severity fire events within the CCPA forest-grassland ecotone. The use of both fireclimate relationships and stand structure represents a robust approach to identifying and
understanding the factors driving fire severity at the landscape scale. Understanding the
relationships between climate and fire in the past, and contextualizing these relationships
for the future in the face of climate change, necessitates caution. Patterns identified
historically may not directly apply to future climate scenarios, but can provide crucial
insights. Given the projected increase in temperature in B.C. and elsewhere over the next
50-100 years, drought and fire will be prevalent on the landscape. Fire suppression and
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changes in human land use have led to an increase in forest density, which in turn could
lead to more severe fires (Schoennagel et al. 2004).
Managing for heterogeneous forests and landscapes will promote ecosystem and
socio-environmental resilience (Hessburg et al. 2016). Considering forest disturbances
including fire, forest insects and drought are anticipated to increase in frequency, area
and duration (Turner 2010), adaptive forest management frameworks to buffer both
climatic- and human-driven ecosystem change are required (Campbell et al. 2009).
Efforts to restore forests and mimic natural disturbance history through prescribed
burning and thinning are ongoing in Canada and the U.S. (Hessburg et al. 2016).
Understanding historical fire-climate-fuel relationships can provide valuable insights to
the design and application of restoration strategies such as prescribed fire at the forestgrassland ecotone (Schoennagel et al. 2004; Agee and Skinner 2005).
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3.2

Abstract
The influence of climate variability on forest fire occurrence was investigated at

eight sites in west central British Columbia, Canada. Forty-six local fire years affecting a
single site and 16 moderate fire years affecting two or more sites were identified (AD
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1600-1900). Existing fire history data was incorporated to identify 17 regionally
synchronous fire years (fires that affected ≥ 3 sites). Interannual and multidecadal
relationships between fire occurrence and the Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI), El
Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO), Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) and the Pacific
North American (PNA) pattern were examined. In addition the effects of additive
positive phases of ENSO and PDO. Multiple reconstructions of ENSO, PDO and PNA
were examined and three methodological approaches were used to characterize climatefire relationships. The influence of interannual climate, expressed as PDSI, was found to
increasingly synchronize fire occurrence when examined from local to regional scales.
An association between local fires and positive antecedent moisture conditions suggests
moisture-driven fine fuel development and the proximity of some sites to grasslands
likely function as key determinants of local-scale fire activity. The relationships between
regional fires and ENSO, PDO and PNA suggest that large-scale patterns of climate
variability exerted a weak and/or inconsistent influence over fire activity in west central
British Columbia between AD 1700 and 1900. Although inconsistent among
reconstructions of climate patterns, significant relationship were identified between
regional fires and large-scale climate patterns when ENSO and PDO were both in
positive phases.

3.3

Introduction
The natural dynamics of a diverse grouping of ecological and environmental

phenomena in Pacific North America are associated with both short-term (quasi-annual)
El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) driven climatic variability, and to longer term
climatic trends linked to the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) and the Pacific North
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American (PNA) pattern. These relationships include those associated with episodic
forest insect outbreaks (Stahl et al. 2006; Fauria and Johnson, 2009; Sherriff et al. 2011),
changes in the size of fish populations (Mantua et al. 1997; Starheim et al. 2012a; Kilduff
et al. 2015), marine bird survival (Bertram et al. 2005), drought severity (Shabbar and
Skinner 2004) and regional forest fire incidence (Kitzberger et al. 2007). In the case of
the latter, regionally synchronized fires during the twentieth century are attributed to
annual extremes in fire season climates (Gedalof et al. 2005), and to particular phases or
phase combinations of large-scale climate patterns such as ENSO, PDO and PNA that
promote fire activity (Trouet et al. 2006; 2009; Morgan et al. 2008).
Previous research shows that both annual and persistent drought conditions in
Pacific North America are associated with positive phases of the PDO and PNA, and El
Niño years (Barlow et al. 2001; McCabe et al. 2004; Kitzberger et al. 2007; Cook et al.
2014; Wise 2015). ENSO is characterized by an index reflecting average sea surface
temperature (SST) anomalies in the equatorial Pacific Ocean. These anomalies oscillate
at frequencies of 2-6 years between tropical El Niño events (warmer than average SST)
that favour anomalously dry, warm winters and springs in the continental Pacific
Northwest, and La Niña events (cooler than average SST) associated with anomalously
cold winters and deep snowpacks (Gershunov et al. 1999; Mantua 2002). The PDO is a
decadal mode of North Pacific sea surface temperature variability where the negative, or
cool, phase of the PDO is characterized by cooler than average SST along the west coast
of North America and in the tropical Pacific, and anomalously warm SST are associated
with the positive, or warm, phase of the PDO (Mantua et al. 1997; Mantua and Hare
2002). While Mantua et al. (1997) suggested that positive and negative phases of the
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PDO oscillate at 20-30 year frequencies, more recent PDO reconstructions have not
consistently captured this periodicity (Gedalof and Smith 2001; D’Arrigo et al. 2001;
MacDonald and Case 2005; D’Arrigo and Wilson 2006). The SST anomalies associated
with positive and negative phases of PDO are expressed climatically in a manner similar
to warm and cool ENSO phases. Previous research shows that the effects of El Niño,
particularly temperature impacts, are enhanced when in phase with positive PDO values
and diminished with negative PDO values. Similarly, the effects of La Niña years can be
amplified during negative phases of PDO (Gershunov et al. 1999; McCabe and Dettinger
1999; Bonsal et al. 2001).
PDO and ENSO patterns are linked to atmospheric circulation over continental
North America and the North Pacific Ocean expressed in the PNA index. The temporal
expression of PNA is complex with teleconnection effects documented at the seasonal
(Barnston and Livezey 1987), interannual (Leathers and Palecki 1992) and multidecadal
scales (Yarnal and Leathers 1988). Positive values of the PNA index are related to a
deepening of the Aleutian Low and are associated with positive phase PDO and El Niño
events (Hsieh and Tang 2001; Yu and Zwiers 2007). The PNA pattern is most strongly
expressed in the winter, when positive PNA conditions can result in above average
temperatures and below normal precipitation in Pacific North America (Sheridan 2003).
During the reverse or negative phase of the PNA pattern, storm activity in the Pacific
Ocean and the frequency of polar air intrusion events increase, leading to anomalously
high precipitation totals and lower temperatures during the winter months (Leathers et al.
1991).
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A causal link exists between drought severity and regionally synchronous forest
fires in that warmer spring and summer temperatures, as well as reduced winter
snowpacks and spring and summer precipitation, precondition forest landscapes for
intensified fire activity (Gedalof et al. 2005; Westerling et al. 2006; Williams et al. 2013).
In grassland-proximal forests where fuel abundance and connectivity can limit fire
activity, climate conditions conducive to the growth of fine fuels can relate fire activity
with phases of ENSO and PDO associated with cool and wet climate conditions (Sherriff
and Veblen 2008; Gartner et al. 2012). Therefore, interpretation of fire-climate
relationships requires informed consideration of the ecosystem(s) in question and the
expression of climate patterns in that region.
Understanding pre-instrumental period relationships between large-scale climate
patterns and years of widespread, synchronized fires necessarily relies upon proxy
reconstructions of ocean-atmospheric teleconnection patterns. While there are numerous
tree-ring based reconstructions of ENSO and PDO (e.g. Gedalof and Smith 2001;
D’Arrigo et al. 2001; Cook et al. 2008b; D’Arrigo and Wilson, 2006; Li et al. 2011; and
references in D’Arrigo et al. 2005 and Kipfmueller et al. 2012), only a limited number of
tree-ring based PNA reconstructions are available (Trouet and Taylor 2010; Starheim et
al. 2012b). While good agreement exists between proxy reconstructions of ENSO prior to
the instrumental period (D’Arrigo et al. 2005), putative regime periods and phase shifts
displayed by different PDO reconstructions are inconsistent (Cook 2009; Kipfmueller et
al. 2012). This disagreement is attributed to seasonality issues, temporal instability in
regional teleconnections of the PDO, and uncertainties in the different reconstruction
methods (McAfee 2014; St. George 2014). As a result, the selection of PDO
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reconstruction(s) for fire-climate analysis necessitates caution (Kipfmueller et al. 2012)
until there is a better understanding of the inherent driving mechanisms (McAfee 2014).
Interannual and multidecadal relationships between regional fire activity and
large-scale climate patterns in Pacific North America are documented in the interior
forests of the Pacific Northwest (e.g. Hessl et al. 2004, Heyerdahl et al. 2008; Morgan et
al. 2008) and within the subalpine forests of the Rocky Mountains (e.g. Schoennagel et
al. 2005, 2007; Sherriff and Veblen, 2007, 2008). In British Columbia (B.C.), the
relationship between fire and large-scale patterns of climate variability over the twentieth
century was described by Wang et al. (2010) who noted positive teleconnections in the
interval from AD 1950 to 2006 between province-wide fire occurrence and indices of the
PDO, ENSO and the Arctic Oscillation. Meyn et al. (2010) reported that fire variability
from AD 1920-2000 was better related to summer drought than large-scale climate
patterns, and that the sensitivity of fire-climate relationships is most pronounced in
southeastern B.C.
Heyerdahl et al. (2008) examined proxy data from interior B.C., Washington and
Oregon spanning the interval from AD 1651-1900. They found that interannual drought
episodes were a strong driver of regional fire activity and that large-scale climate patterns
were comparatively weaker drivers (Heyerdahl et al. 2007). More recently, Daniels et al.
(2011) reports that from ~ AD 1500-2000 a strong relationship exists between PDO and
regional fire events in southeastern B.C., but noted that there was no relationship between
fires, ENSO or the Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation.
The goal of this study was to infer the climate drivers of historical fire activity in
the Cariboo Forest Region of west central B.C. The relationships between tree-ring
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derived reconstructions of forest fire activity, regional climates, and the indices of
regional climate patterns were explored. Identification of the climate elements that
contribute to historical fire activity offers the opportunity to provide insights essential for
forest managers concerned about the severity of future fire seasons and highlights the
importance of designing climate-sensitive fuel mitigation practices.

3.4

Materials and Methods
3.4.1

Study region

The Cariboo Forest Region (CFR) is located between 51°00’ to 52°30’ North
latitude and 120°30′ to 125°45′ West longitude in west central B.C. (Figure 3.1). The
Fraser and Chilcotin plateaus dominate the regional physiography and are characterized
by level to rolling landscapes ranging in elevation from 800-1500 m asl. The B.C. Coast
Mountains flank the Chilcotin Plateau to the west and generate a rain shadow over the
region expressed by average annual precipitation totals that range from 1632 mm in Bella
Coola on the Pacific coast, to 436 mm at Tatlayoko Lake (western Plateau) and 451 mm
at Williams Lake (eastern Plateau) (1980-2010 Climate Normals; Environment and
Climate Change Canada 2016). Similar to much of the central interior of B.C., summers
in the CFR are hot and dry, and winters cold and dry (Steen and Coupé 1997).
Particularly in the summer months, convective storms are responsible for lightning strikes
that regularly ignite fires (Klenner et al. 2008).
Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii var. glauca Beissn. Franco) and lodgepole
pine (Pinus contorta Dougl.) trees are dominate components of forests in the CFR.
Ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa Dougl. ex P. &C. Laws) is found at lower elevations in
the southern portion of the region, and interior spruce (Picea engelmannii x glauca)
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grows at higher elevations. Extensive natural grasslands characterize the arid river valleys
and adjacent terraces of the Fraser, Thompson, Nicola and Chilcotin rivers. A reduction
in fire frequency since the late 1800s has led to increased forest density and promoted the
encroachment of conifers into grasslands (Turner and Krannitz 2000; Bai et al. 2004).

Figure 3.1. The eight fire history sites presented in this study and the locations of existing
fire histories used to develop the regional fire chronology. The grey polygon covers the
area with the 31 sites examined by Iverson et al. (2002). Reconstructed Palmer Drought
Severity Index from Gridpoint 30 (Cook et al. 2008a) used in fire-climate analyses. The
site names were abbreviated as TL=Tatlayoko Lake, RS=Redstone, CH=Chilko,
BC=Bull Canyon, HV=Hanceville, DI=Dante’s Inferno, FC=Farwell Canyon,
ML=Meadow Lake.
First Nations occupation of the CFR began prior to 5000 years ago (Cybulski et
al. 2007). Fire was traditionally used to thin understory vegetation to encourage ungulate
browsing and promote the growth of Camas spp. (Turner 1999; Blackstock and
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McAllister 2004). In the early to mid-1800s gold explorers passed through the region and
by the 1860s cattle ranching was underway at Gang Ranch, the first cattle ranch in B.C.
(Thistle 2015). Historic logging occurred within parts of the study region in the early
1900s and contemporary logging is ongoing, especially salvage logging following the
recent mountain pine beetle outbreak.
3.4.2

Site selection, data collection, sample processing

Douglas-fir trees are found throughout most interior forest regions of the Pacific
Northwest, where they commonly live for 400 to 500 years (Tisdale and McLean 1957).
While thick bark protects the tree from low to moderate severity fires, fire can cause
partial cambial death resulting in a scar in the vascular cambium. Subsequent fires can
repeatedly scar the tree preserving an annual and sometimes seasonal record of fire
events (McBride 1983).
To construct a fire history record for the CFR eight contiguous forest sites
dominated by mature Douglas-fir trees and accessible by vehicle were identified (Figure
3.1, Table 3.1). At each site, fire-scarred trees were located within 30-40 ha search areas.
Samples were collected with a chainsaw from living and standing dead trees, as well as
from fallen logs, stumps and coarse woody debris. Fragile cross sections were glued to
wooden mounts and all samples were sanded with progressively finer sandpaper until the
xylem cellular structure was visible under 40x magnification. Both visual and statistical
methods (Grissino-Mayer 2001) were used to crossdate the samples against previously
developed master chronologies from nearby Farwell Canyon (AD 1490-2009) and
Redstone (AD 1385-2009) (Axelson et al. 2015). Fire scars were dated based on their
year of record in crossdated annual rings (Dieterich and Swetnam 1984).
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Table 3.1. Fire history sites developed in this study.
Site

Latitude (N)

Longitude (W)

Elevation
No. of samples
(m asl)
collected
Tatlayoko
51o 51.817’
124o 36.617’
1010
7
Redstone
52o 09.867’
123o 54.683’
1031
26
Chilko
52o 05.575’
123o 37.450’
897
22
o
Bull Canyon
52 05.181’
123o 20.762’
788
19
Dante’s Inferno
51o 52.908’
122o 49.151’
1022
18
Farwell Canyon
51o 50.525’
122o 31.051’
915
20
Hanceville
51o 56.418’
122o 59.939’
1075
15
Meadow Lake
51o 24.234’
121o 56.761’
1125
24
1
Fire years were identified when at least 2 trees were scarred by a fire
2
Too few fire events were identified to calculate the return interval

No. of fire
years1
2
16
6
11
12
14
9
17

First scar
(year AD)
1843
1682
1727
1540
1627
1693
1769
1682

Last scar
(year AD)
1911
1945
1883
1952
1896
1896
1896
1945

Average return
interval (years)
NA2
18
31
30
24
16
16
16
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3.4.3

Fire history chronologies

Site-level fire histories were compiled from fire dates recorded by ≥ 2 samples,
and then region-level fire chronologies were composited. Initially, a local fire chronology
was constructed from all fire years that burned at only one site (referred to hereafter as
‘local fires’). Following this, fire years that affected ≥ 2 sites were compiled into a
moderately synchronous fire chronology (referred to hereafter as ‘moderate fires’).
Finally, a regional chronology of fire events was constructed by combining the fire
records with those reported by Iverson et al. (2002), Daniels and Watson (2003), Axelson
et al. (2010), and Harvey et al. (2017).
Iverson et al. (2002) and Daniels and Watson (2003) sampled fire scarred trees at
sites east of the Fraser River between Williams Lake and Clinton, and identified 38 (AD
1700-2000) and 33 (AD 1575-1988) fire years, respectively. Axelson et al. (2010)
sampled fire scarred trees found at three sites in the CFR and identified nine fire years
between AD 1760 and 2000 (Figure 3.1). Harvey et al. (2017) collected fire scars in the
Churn Creek Protected Area and identified 65 fires from AD 1600 to 1900.
Following examination of the composite regional fire chronology record, years
when fire events were recorded by ≥ 2 samples at each site were identified and used to
construct study-specific fire histories (Figure 3.2). The eight sites reported in this study
were considered to have unique fire history composites (e.g. Tatlayoko, Redstone,
Chilko, Bull Canyon; Table 3.1), while the composites created from multi-site preexisting data were homogenized into single composites (Figure 3.2). To construct the
‘regional fires chronology’ fire years that affected ≥ 3 composites across west central
B.C. (referred to hereafter as ‘regional fires’) were identified. To exclude historic fire
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suppression and management activities (Parminter 1978), fire events after AD 1900 were
removed from the fire chronologies.

Figure 3.2. Fire histories at eight sites in the Cariboo Forest Region, British Columbia (a).
Existing fire histories from nearby sites (b). Each narrow vertical line marks a fire event
recorded by ≥ 2 trees. The grey vertical bars highlight a regional fire year when fires
burned at ≥ 3 sites.
3.4.4

Climate data

A tree-ring derived proxy index of the Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI)
from Gridpoint 30 (Figure 3.1; 805 m asl)(Cook et al. 2008a) was used to analyze
interannual fire-climate relationships. Negative values of PDSI indicate warm, dry
conditions, while positive values indicate cool, wet conditions. Instrumental PDSI is
significantly correlated with the reconstructed PDSI at Gridpoint 30 (pairwise correlation
r = 0.74, P <0.05, AD 1900-1990). Autocorrelation was removed from the PDSI time
series by fitting an autoregressive integrated moving average model of an order
determined based on Akaike’s Information Criterion (Heyerdahl et al. 2008).
Two tree-ring based reconstructions of ENSO were used to test for associations
between regional fires and short-term climatic variability. The first consisted of a
reconstruction of annual ENSO variability to AD 900 based on the North American
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Drought Atlas (Li et al. 2011), a database of drought reconstructions constructed from a
regional network of tree-ring chronologies. Second, a reconstruction presented by Cook
et al. (2008b) that models annual ENSO variability to AD 1300 was employed. Both of
these tree-ring ENSO reconstructions reflect average winter sea surface temperatures in
the equatorial Pacific Ocean during December through February.
To examine for any multidecadal relationships between regional fire and largescale climate patterns, four reconstructions of the PDO were obtained (D’Arrigo et al.
2001; Gedalof and Smith 2001, MacDonald and Case 2005; D’Arrigo and Wilson 2006).
The D’Arrigo et al. (2001) annual PDO reconstruction extends to AD 1700. Based on six
tree-ring chronologies from Alaska and Oregon, it was constructed using two PDSI
gridpoints in northern Mexico. Gedalof and Smith (2001) provide a mean spring (MarchMay) PDO reconstruction extending to AD 1600 based on six tree-ring chronologies
from Alaska, B.C. and Washington. MacDonald and Case (2005) reconstructed an annual
PDO record to AD 993 using chronologies from southern California and Alberta. Finally,
the reconstructed spring (March-May) annual Asian expression of the PDO extending to
AD 1565 was considered (D’Arrigo and Wilson, 2006).
Two reconstructions of winter PNA were used to examine its relationship to
regional fire events. The first was presented by Trouet and Taylor (2010) is constructed
from a model-based selection of 12 tree ring chronologies from inland sites in the Pacific
Northwest and coastal Alaska, and extends to AD 1725. The second reconstruction
modeled by Starheim et al. (2012b) extends to AD 1660 and is based on multispecies
tree-ring chronologies from west central B.C.
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Correlation analyses suggest a moderately positive agreement exists between the
two ENSO reconstructions (AD 1700-1900), but reveals there is little agreement between
the reconstructions of PDO (AD 1700-1900) and PNA (AD 1725-1900)(Table 3.2). Past
research documenting relationships between fires and large-scale climate patterns has
oftentimes relied on single proxy reconstructions of PDO and ENSO (eg. Hessl et al.
2004; Schoennagel et al. 2005). More recently, multiple reconstructions of specific
climate oscillations were used to provide balanced interpretations of these relationships
(eg. Heyerdahl et al. 2008; Kipfmueller et al. 2012; Rother and Grissino-Mayer 2014).

Table 3.2. Results of correlation analysis between different PDO, ENSO and PNA
reconstructions.
PDO11
PDO22
PDO33
PDO44

ENSO1

PNA1
1

5

7

PDO1
-0.096
-0.031
-0.083

PDO2
-0.096
0.152
0.342

ENSO26
0.631
PNA28
-0.027

D’Arrigo and Wilson 2006
D’Arrigo et al. 2001
3
MacDonald and Case 2005
4
Gedalof and Smith 2001
5
Li et al. 2011
6
Cook et al. 2008b
7
Trouet and Taylor 2010
8
Starheim et al. 2012b
2

PDO3
-0.031
0.152
0.158

PDO4
-0.083
0.342
0.158
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3.4.5

Fire-climate analyses – PDSI

Superposed epoch analysis (SEA) and bivariate event analysis (BEA) were used
to evaluate associations between the fire chronologies and climate variability. Climatefire studies commonly use SEA to elucidate interannual relationships between fire
occurrence and climate over short intervals (3-5 years) (Grissino-Mayer and Swetnam
2000; Trouet et al. 2010). BEA has also been employed in fire-climate research (e.g.
Gartner et al. 2012; Rother et al. 2014) to assess interactions between fire activity and
extreme climate events over variable windows of analysis (e.g. 10-30 years; Gavin et al.
2006; Gavin, 2010).
SEA was used to determine if the mean value of the climate reconstruction
differed significantly before (t-4), during (t) and after fire events (t+4) of the local,
moderate and regional fire chronologies between AD 1600 and 1900. To assess statistical
significance, Monte Carlo simulations that randomly select years for 1000 interactions
were used to develop confidence intervals of 95% and 99%. Pre-whitened anomalies of
PDSI were used in the SEA.
BEA was conducted in K1D software (Gavin, 2010), and extreme climate events
were defined as the years with the 40 most extreme (positive or negative) index values
(AD 1600-1900; Gartner et al. 2012). Bivariate Ripley’s K-function were transformed to
the L function to stabilize the mean and variance and improve result interpretation (Gavin
et al. 2006; Gavin, 2010). Forward selection was used in the K1D software, where fire
events were preceded by extreme climate years to generate 95% confidence intervals
based on 1000 randomized Monte Carlo simulations. Values of the L function that exceed
the upper confidence interval indicate a strong relationship of fire events t years after the
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extreme climate years. Values of the L function that fall below the lower confidence
interval indicate fire-climate asynchrony at t years after the extreme climate years. L
function values between the confidence intervals indicate fires occur independently of
extreme climate years.
3.4.6

Fire-climate analyses – ENSO, PDO, PNA

At the annual scale I tested whether regional fires occurred more often than
expected during particular phases (+,-) of the large-scale climate patterns (ENSO, PDO,
PNA) using frequency analysis evaluated by chi-square tests. Yearly values of the ENSO
reconstructions were classified as either representing positive (El Niño-like) or negative
(La Nina-like) conditions depending on whether the reconstructed value was above or
below zero. Considering that the PDO and PNA indices exhibit high variance at the
decadal or multidecadal temporal scales (Mantua and Hare, 2002; Trouet and Taylor,
2010), intervention analysis (Box and Tiao 1975; Rodionov 2004) was applied to identify
persistent warm and cool phases in each of the PDO reconstructions and the PNA
reconstruction following the approach described in Rodionov (2004) and Trouet and
Taylor (2010). Yearly values of each PDO reconstruction and PNA were then classed as
positive (warm phase) or negative (cool phase).
Previous research identifies additive phase combinations of PDO and ENSO are
associated with regionally synchronous fires (Hessl et al. 2004; Heyerdahl et al. 2008), so
I also considered the influence of combined positive phases of ENSO (Li et al. 2011
reconstruction only) and each reconstruction of PDO. For each test, the expected
frequencies of regional fires were customized based on the distribution of all years
among the different phases and phase combinations. I restricted the interval of analysis to
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AD 1700-1900 for ENSO and PDO, and AD 1725-1900 for PNA, because these intervals
captured all regional fire years and were common to the reconstructions employed.
To evaluate longer-term synchronous or asynchronous fire-climate oscillation
relationships, I next considered the influence of extreme positive and negative years of
PDO, ENSO and PNA independently on regional fire years using BEA. In the analysis 30
extreme years were employed to accompany the shorter windows of analysis (AD 17001900 or AD 1725-1900). I also tested for the influence extreme climate interaction events
represented by the two-way additive positive phase combinations for each PDO
reconstruction and a single ENSO reconstruction (Li et al. 2011) again using BEA.
Following the methods of Schoennagel et al. (2007), I ranked the annual values of the
reconstructed indices between AD 1700 and 1900 and defined extreme climate
interaction events by identifying common years within the highest ranked annual values
of each PDO index and the ENSO index. For example, to select extreme positive climate
events using the PDO reconstruction from D’Arrigo et al. (2001) and the Li et al. (2011)
ENSO reconstruction, years with the 70-80 highest annual values of PDO and ENSO
were selected independently, and from these subsets, only years that were common to
both subsets were then used in the analysis. Therefore, the total number of climate events
selected varied based on the reconstruction used (Schoennagel et al. 2007).

3.5

Results
3.5.1

Fire history chronologies

Partial cross sections of Douglas-fir trees from each of the eight study sites
allowed for the identification of 2 to 17 fire years (recorded on ≥ 2 samples) between AD
1600-1900 (Table 3.1). The site-level mean fire return interval ranged from 16 to 31
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years. Forty-six years when fire burned at only one site were identified, and 16 moderate
fire years when fire occurred at ≥ 2 of the sites (Figure 3.2). After incorporating data
from previous research (Iverson et al. 2002; Daniels and Watson 2003; Axelson et al.
2010; Harvey et al. 2017), 17 years when fires were recorded in ≥ 3 regional fire history
records were identified (Figure 3.2; Table 3.1).
3.5.2

Fire-climate relationships – PDSI

Statistically significant relationships were identified between fire years and PDSI
using SEA (Figure 3.3). SEA indicates that local fire years were not significantly
associated with PDSI in the year of the fire or years preceding the fire. Moderate fire
years were significantly related to warm, dry years in the fire year indicated by negative
values of PDSI (P < 0.01), and with cool and wet years two years prior to the fire
indicated by positive values of PDSI (P < 0.01). Years of regional fire were significantly
associated with dry, warm years in the year of the fire (P < 0.05) and the year preceding
the fire (P < 0.05) (Figure 3.3).
Statistically significant relationships were found using BEA between extreme
PDSI years and local, moderate and regional fire events (Figure 3.3). Local fires were
synchronous with negative extreme PDSI years during the year preceding the fire, and
with positive extreme PDSI years 2-3 years and 6-7 years before the fire. Moderate fires
were synchronous with negative extreme PDSI years during the fire year and 3-7 years
preceding the fire. Regional fires were synchronous with negative extreme PDSI years in
the fire year and 9 years preceding the fire (Figure 3.3). Neither moderate nor regional
fire years were associated with extreme positive PDSI years.
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Figure 3.3. Fire and interannual climate relationships in west central British Columbia
during local (AD 1600-1900), moderate and regional fire years (AD 1700-1900). (a)
Lagged interannual relationships of reconstructed values of the Palmer Drought Severity
Index (PDSI; Gridpoint 30; Cook et al. 2008a) and fire showing mean departures
(standard deviations) from PDSI during years when fire burned at only one site (n=46),
years when fire burned at 2 or more sites in this study (n=16) and when fire burned at 3
or more sites (region fire chronology; n= 17) for years before (t = -4 to -1), during (t =0)
and after (t = +1 to +4) fire years. Dashed lines represent the 99% and 95% confidence
intervals. Bivariate event analysis of the temporal association of extreme negative PDSI
years (warm, dry) (b), and extreme positive PDSI years (cool, wet) (c), with fire in local,
moderate and regional fire years. The number of extreme PDSI years was adjusted based
on the temporal interval of analysis (see Methods for details). Black solid lines indicate
Lhat values (L function with stabilized mean and variance) for t years before the fire
events (t=0). Dotted lines indicate the upper and lower confidence intervals (95%). Lhat
values outside the confidence intervals indicate synchrony with fire, and values between
the confidence intervals indicate a random relation of fire and climate events. Grey
shaded bars highlight statistical significance.
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3.5.3

Fire-climate relationships – PDO, ENSO and PNA

Intervention analysis identified six to nine phase shifts in the PDO reconstructions
between AD 1700 and 1900 and six shifts in the PNA reconstruction from Trouet and
Taylor (2010) between AD 1725 and 1900 (Figure 3.4). The results of the intervention
analysis were verified against analyses similar to those previously reported (e.g. Gedalof
and Smith 2001; D’Arrigo and Wilson 2006; Trouet and Taylor 2010; Kipfmueller et al.
2012). High frequency variability in the Starheim et al. (2012b) PNA reconstruction
precluded the use of intervention analysis on this time series.

Figure 3.4. Positive (white) and negative (black) phases of PDO (a), ENSO (b) and PNA
(c) as estimated from the proxy reconstructions. Hatched areas indicate the reconstruction
does not span that interval. Regional fire years are noted and are marked by dashed lines.
Frequency analyses suggest that regional fires occurred more often than expected
during positive PDO phases, and less often than expected during negative PDO phases
when I considered the reconstruction by D’Arrigo et al. (2001) (P < 0.02) (Figure 3.5a).
No significant departure between observed and expected distributions of fire years for the
remaining three PDO reconstructions were documented, nor were any identified for either
ENSO reconstruction (Figures 3.5a and 3.5b). Significant departures from the distribution
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of fire years were not detected for combined phases of PDO and ENSO (Figure 3.5c). No
significant departure between observed and expected distributions of fire years for the
reconstructions of PNA were found (Figure 3.7). The analysis for each PDO and ENSO
reconstruction was repeated without applying intervention analysis, and resulted in a
similar outcome. When I did not apply intervention analysis to the Trouet and Taylor
(2010) PNA index, it was found that regional fires occurred more often than expected
during positive PNA index years (P < 0.06) (Figure 3.7). In contrast, when considering
the Starheim et al. (2012b) PNA index, it was shown that regional fires occurred more
often than expected during negative PNA index years (P < 0.06)(Figure 3.7).

Figure 3.5. Observed (black bars) and expected (white bars) number of regional fire years
for single phases of PDO (a), ENSO (b) and combinations of warm and cool phases of
each PDO reconstruction and ENSO (Li et al. 2011)(c). Warm (positive) phases of these
oscillations are represented by + symbols, and cool (negative) phases are represented by –
symbols. Significant departures from the expected fire occurrence was evaluated by chi
square tests.
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Figure 3.6. Results from bivariate event analysis showing the temporal association of
extreme positive and negative PDO(a) and ENSO(b) years and regional fire years. The
relationships between regional fire years and combined years with the highest PDO and
ENSO index values are also presented for each PDO reconstruction and the ENSO
reconstruction from Li et al. (2011)(c). See Figure 3.3 and Methods for further
explanation.
Statistically significant relationships between regional fire years and extreme
positive PDO years were detected using the MacDonald and Case (2005) reconstruction
in BEA (Figure 3.6). Regional fire years were broadly synchronous with extreme positive
PDO years in the year of the fire and 23 years prior to the fire. No significant
relationships were found between extreme positive PDO years using the remaining three
PDO reconstructions (D’Arrigo et al. 2001; Gedalof and Smith 2001; D’Arrigo and
Wilson 2006) and regional fire years. Statistically significant relationships between
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regional fire years and extreme negative PDO years in the year of the fire with two of the
PDO reconstructions were documented (Gedalof and Smith 2001; MacDonald and Case
2005)(Figure 3.6). BEA analysis did not indicate a relationship between regional fire
events and extreme positive ENSO years for either reconstruction considered. A
significant relationship was found between regional fire years and extreme negative
ENSO years in the fire year and multiple years prior to the fire when the Li et al. (2011)
reconstruction was considered (Figure 3.6). BEA revealed variable relationships between
regional fire years and extreme PNA years (Figure 3.7). As reported in the American
West by Trouet and Taylor (2010), statistically significant relationships exist between
extreme positive PNA years and regional fire in the year of the fire. When considering
the Starheim et al. (2012b) PNA reconstruction, an association between extreme negative
PNA years and regional fires in the year of the fire and three years prior to the fire was
revealed. This association is preceded by a significant relationship between regional fires
and extreme positive PNA years occurring 5-8 years before the fire (Figure 3.7).
BEA analysis indicates combined warm phases of ENSO (Li et al. 2011) and
PDO are synchronous with regional fire events when considering two of the PDO
reconstructions (D’Arrigo and Wilson 2006; MacDonald and Case 2005). Intervals of
synchronicity for positive PDO and ENSO extreme years and regional fire events
occurred at 2-3 years, 15-25 years and 28-50 years prior to the fire.
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Figure 3.7. Results from bivariate event analysis showing the temporal association of
extreme positive and negative PNA years and regional fire year (a). Observed and
expected number of regional fire years for the PNA reconstruction presented in Trouet
and Talyor (2010) with intervention analysis (b) and without intervention analysis (c),
and in Starheim et al. (2012b) (d). See Figures 3.3 and 5.5 for further explanation.

3.6

Discussion
3.6.1

Persistent drought synchronizes regional fire activity

The findings of these analyses indicate that the influence of summer droughts on
prehistorical fire activity in the CFR increases with the spatial recording of fire activity
from local to regional fires (Figure 3.3). Anomalously low PDSI in the fire year and in
multiple years preceding the fire was an important prerequisite for moderate and regional
fires (Figure 3.3b). The effects of persistent drought on environmental conditions include
reduced fuel moisture levels improving vegetation flammability (Burgan 1979), reduced
winter snowpack and earlier spring snow melt lengthening the fire season (Westerling et
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al. 2006) and increased tree mortality leading to greater accumulations of dry forest fuel
(Allen et al. 2010; Williams et al. 2013). These effects collectively promote the
occurrence and spread of fire in forest ecosystems.
Seventeen regional fire years between AD 1700 and 1900 were discerned within
the fire history datasets. Regional fires between AD 1600 and 1700 were not identified,
most likely due to missing records associated with the mortality, decay and loss of trees
that lived in this century (e.g. Swetnam et al. 1999). Five of the regional fires identified
between AD 1700 and 1900 (in AD 1783, 1843, 1869, 1883, and 1886) are common to
those described by Heyerdahl et al. (2008). Given this correspondence, it seems likely
that fires burned across large expanses of the interior Pacific Northwest region during
intervals of persistent anomalously low precipitation and warmer than normal
temperatures. Independent proxy reconstructions (not used in this analysis) supporting
this interpretation include: the anomalously low annual precipitation records
reconstructed by Watson and Luckman (2004) for interior B.C. in AD 1783 and 1869; the
higher than average temperatures in south central B.C. described by Briffa et al. (1992) in
AD 1831, 1877, 1883 and 1896; and, the below average summer Chilko River
streamflows reconstructed for AD 1783, 1841, 1843, and 1877 by Hart et al. (2010).
Collectively, these paleoenvironmental records lend support to the relationship between
regional fires and anomalously low PDSI values found in this study.
The connection between persistent drought and prehistoric fire activity is recorded
in interior B.C., where drier and warmer climate conditions persisted for multiple years
prior to widespread fire activity (Daniels and Watson 2003; Heyerdahl et al. 2008).
Schoennagel et al. (2007), Heyerdahl et al. (2008), and Sherriff and Veblen (2008) report
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that multiple years of spring and summer drought conditions are related to regional fire
activity in montane and subalpine forest ecosystems in the inland northwest United
States. In the southwestern United States, numerous studies have reported relationships
between past severe droughts and large fire years (e.g. Swetnam and Betancourt 1990;
Swetnam and Baisan 1996; Rother and Grissino-Mayer 2014).
3.6.2

Antecedent moisture promotes fire activity at local scales

Anomalously cool and wet years were shown to occur 2-3 and 6-7 years before
local fire years (Figure 3.3). Positive antecedent moisture conditions can promote the
growth of grasses and other fine fuels improving fuel connectivity (Westerling et al.
2003; Gartner et al. 2012). In grassland environments, fire spread is limited primarily by
the connectivity of fuel, while in forested environments the spread of fire is largely
controlled by the preponderance of fuel moisture over fuel connectivity (Krawchuk and
Moritz 2011). Three of the eight sites (Farwell Canyon, Dante’s Inferno and Meadow
Lake; Figure 3.1) were located within 500 m of expansive grasslands.
Fire activity in forests adjacent to grasslands has been linked to positive
antecedent moisture conditions suggesting a relationship between fire and the
development of fine fuels at local scales (Gartner et al. 2012). No relationship was
detected between positive PDSI years and fire years when I considered the moderate and
regional fire chronologies, which suggests the influence of antecedent moisture
conditions is not consistent among all the sites and is not a key determinant in regional
fire activity in the study region.
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3.6.3 Inconsistent relationships detected between regional fires and proxy
records of ENSO, PDO and PNA
In Pacific North America, associations between prehistoric regional fire years and
El Niño years (Heyerdahl et al. 2002; Kitzberger et al. 2007), positive PDO years (Hessl
et al. 2004; Kitzberger et al. 2007), and additive combinations of positive ENSO and
PDO years (Heyerdahl et al. 2008) have been documented. In this study, comparisons of
observed and expected frequencies broadly suggest that climate patterns characteristic of
ENSO, PDO and PNA exert little influence over the incidence of regional fire activity
when considered independently or in combination (Figure 3.5). BEA corroborated these
findings revealing inconsistent associations between regional fire and the different
indices of PDO, ENSO and PNA (Figures 3.6 and 3.7). When considering extreme
interaction years of positive PDO and El Niño years with regional fire years, significant
associations were detected at several similar intervals within 50 years preceding regional
fire years using the D’Arrigo et al. (2001) and MacDonald and Case (2005) PDO
reconstructions. This finding suggests that extreme interaction years may precede
regional fire years just before the fire year, and around 15-25 and 28-50 years before the
fire. The interpretation of these multidecadal-scale associations between regional fire and
extreme climate years should consider that the selected climate events used in BEA
reflect low frequency trends in the climate record to which fires respond, and that single
or combined climate events do not mechanistically affect the occurrence of fire decades
later (Schoennagel et al. 2007).
The absence of consistent relationships between regional fires and reconstructed
indices of ENSO, PDO and PNA in the analyses could stem from: 1) spatial
inconsistencies in the geographical expression of these climate patterns in the Pacific
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North America; 2) ecosystem homogenization through regional fire history composites;
and, 3) poor agreement between the reconstructions. First, the spatial expression of
ENSO and PDO strength and seasonal persistence is most pronounced along the coast
and in southeastern B.C. (Fleming and Whitfield 2010). Topographic variability
characteristic of the Selkirk Mountains in southeastern B.C. enhances the expression of
ENSO and PDO modulated winter temperatures (Meyn et al. 2010) and is reflected by
responding snowpack variability (Whitfield et al. 2010). Similarly, negative PNA years
have been associated with positive snow water equivalent anomalies, representing winter
precipitation variability, in the mountainous regions of the inland Northwest (Hsieh and
Tang 2001). In the Cariboo-Chilcotin region, during winter El Niño years (La Nina years)
climate conditions are reportedly 3-5oC warmer (1-3oC cooler) with 5-15% less (2-15%
greater) precipitation than long-term averages (Dawson et al. 2008). However, the
expression of ENSO and PDO in inland areas of south and central B.C., including the
study region, is likely somewhat diminished due to the distance from the Pacific Ocean
and the effects of Arctic air masses (Whitfield et al. 2010). Additionally, hot and dry
summers characterize the region and could overshadow the winter and spring PDO and
ENSO driven climate effects.
Second, the homogenization of ecosystem characteristics resulting from
compiling fire history chronologies from multiple sites may contribute to the
inconsistencies detected in fire-climate pattern relationships. For example, above average
antecedent moisture was found to be significantly related to the occurrence of local fires
and I postulate that the presence of expansive grasslands close to three sites could explain
this association. Site level biogeographical factors, such as proximity to grasslands and
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topographic characteristics, could confound fire-climate responses reducing the
coherency and strength in regional fire-climate statistical analyses. Lastly, the poor
agreement between PDO and PNA indices prior to AD 1900 contributes uncertainty into
the relationships between regional fire and large-scale patterns of climate (Kipfmueller et
al. 2012; McAfee 2014; Zanchettin et al. 2015). These findings align with those of
Kipfmueller et al. (2012), adding support to their argument that the choice of PDO
reconstruction can significantly affect the resulting historic fire-climate relationships.
It is worth noting that three consecutive regional fire years were identified in this
analysis (AD 1841, 1842 and 1843) that coincide with positive PDO phases in three of
the four reconstructions used in this analysis (Figure 3.4). Regional fire activity has been
identified by others during this interval in Pacific North America (e.g. Plummer 1900
[referenced in Hemstrom and Franklin 1982]; Bekker and Taylor 2001; Heyerdahl et al.
2008; Gayton 2013).
3.6.4

Future climate implications

These data describe a mean fire return interval of 24 years between AD 1600 and
1900 that is similar to the mean fire interval of 25 years reported in the adjoining
Cariboo-Chilcotin region (Daniels and Watson 2003; Harvey et al. 2017). Fire activity
after AD 1900 is comparatively infrequent (Figure 3.2) suggesting fire suppression and
forest management activities have extended the fire return interval. A reduction in the
frequency of fires affecting montane forests in west central B.C. has led to denser forests
and the encroachment of conifers into grasslands. In the recent International Panel on
Climate Change assessment (IPCC 2014) increased frequency and severity of drought
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stress for the inland Pacific Northwest is predicted, which could lead to more frequent
and regionally synchronous fires (McKenzie et al. 2004; Turner 2010).
After nearly a century of fire exclusion in the inland Pacific Northwest, efforts to
mitigate the risk of severe fires in B.C. montane forests by thinning and removing
deadfall in high-risk forest stands remains limited (Taylor 1998; Ryan et al. 2013).
Although the efficacy of forest restoration efforts in similar ecosystems is variable
(Roccafort et al. 2010) fire managers should consider past relationships between fire and
measures of interannual climate and, in consideration of projected climate change,
increase forest management activities to decrease fire risk in the province. The
relationships between regional fire and single patterns of large-scale climate variability in
west central B.C. are weak at best, but the consideration of additive phases of PDO and
ENSO in fire management planning may be more effective and has been suggested by
others in the inland Pacific Northwest (eg. Dawson et al. 2008; Meyn et al. 2010;
Haughian et al. 2012).

3.7

Conclusions
Multiple methodological approaches and climate proxy reconstructions were used

to characterize the relationship between fire activity and climate variability in west
central B.C. The results show that persistent drought, represented by multiple years of
anomalously low reconstructed PDSI values, is clearly related to the regional
synchronization of fire activity in west central B.C. between AD 1600 and 1900. I found
that antecedent moisture conditions were related to local fires, leading to the suggestion
that the presence of fine fuels and proximity to grasslands are important determinants of
fire at the site level within the study region. The documentation of inconsistent
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relationships between regional fires and reconstructed indices of ENSO, PDO and PNA
over the period of AD 1700 to 1900 suggests the spatial expression of these regional
climate patterns may be weak in west central B.C. Furthermore, site level ecosystem
characteristics (e.g. grassland proximity) could dilute fire-climate relationships when
considering regional fire history composites, and the poor agreement of proxy
reconstructions prior to AD 1900 adds additional uncertainty. Future studies examining
prehistoric regional fire activity and climate patterns should consider the inconsistencies
recorded here and cautiously select proxy reconstructions
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4.2

Abstract
Wildfires and western spruce budworm (Choristoneura occidentalis Freeman)

(WSB), a native conifer defoliator, lead to natural disturbances that affect the structure
and function of montane forests in British Columbia, Canada. Limited research exists
describing the climate conditions associated with historical fire activity and outbreaks of
WSB, and the interaction between fire and WSB outbreaks. Site-specific and regional
characterizations of the relationships between fire, WSB and climate are needed to
establish historical baselines to define the range of variability in these relationships.
Regionalized chronologies of historical fire activity from AD 1600 to 1900 (fire) and AD
1600 to 2009 (WSB outbreaks) were compiled to inform predictions on how future
climates may impact these disturbances, and the implementation of management
prescriptions aimed at improving forest resilience.
The relation between fire years, outbreaks of WSB, reconstructed values of the
Palmer Drought Severity Index and annual precipitation were examined using superposed
epoch and bivariate event analyses, and were used to evaluate the influence of grassland
proximity (regionalized grassland and non-grassland chronologies) on these relationships
and the disturbance history characteristics. The analyses reveal significant and complex
relationships between historic fire and climate in the study area. The findings show that
fires affecting grassland proximal sites were historically more frequent than fires
occurring in forests not near grasslands. Fire activity was related to both warm, dry and
cool, wet conditions in the fire year and/or year(s) preceding the fire depending on
proximity to grasslands, suggesting climate conditions associated with both fine fuel
growth and drying are key determinants for fire activity. The initiation of outbreaks of
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WSB was significantly related to drought and this relationship was enhanced at sites next
to grasslands. No associations were discerned between the initiation of WSB outbreaks
and fire years. Considering the risk of dangerous fire activity in the future and potential
timber losses associated with WSB defoliation, the findings provide important
information to forest managers charged with promoting forest health and resilience in the
dry conifer forests of interior British Columbia.

4.3

Introduction
Forests fires and insect outbreaks are important natural disturbances that directly

influence the structure and function of forest ecosystems in the Pacific Northwest of
North America (Fellin and Dewey 1982; Agee 1996; Oliver and Larsen 1996; Kurz et al.
2008). In the dry conifer forests of interior British Columbia (B.C.) periodic outbreaks of
mountain pine beetle (Dendroctonus ponderosae Hopkins) (MPB) and western spruce
budworm (Choristoneura occidentalis Freeman) (WSB) have led to overstory and
understory mortality at variable spatial scales (Thompson et al. 1984; Kurz et al. 2008).
Reduced fire activity within this region in the 20th century resulted in forest infilling and
the encroachment of woody vegetation into grasslands historically maintained by lowand mixed-severity fire regimes (Klenner et al. 2008). Periodic droughts add complexity
to these disturbance dynamics, with anomalously warm and dry conditions shown to be
associated with historic fire and insect activity (Heyerdahl et al. 2008; Flower et al.
2014a, 2014b; Abatzoglou and Williams 2016; Littell et al. 2016; Senf et al. 2016).
Considering that more frequent and severe intervals of drought and disturbance are
expected in these dry conifer forests as the climate of interior B.C. changes in the next
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century (Turner 2010), the disturbance-drought association, as well as the interactions
among these disturbances, warrants attention.
A complex suite of factors including climate, land cover and disturbance
interactions influence the characteristics (e.g. intensity, severity, return interval and size)
and ecological effects of disturbance. A comparison of subalpine and lower montane
forests highlights the complexity in relationships between fire, climate, land cover and
effects (Krawchuk et al. 2011). Fires affecting subalpine forests are generally large and
infrequent, and have significant ecological impact (Agee 1996). These fires are
characteristically associated with prolonged and enhanced droughts that reduce fuel
moisture (Schoennagel et al. 2007). Fires affecting subalpine forests contrast with fires
occurring in lower montane forests where antecedent moisture promotes the growth of
fine fuels. Low- and mixed-severity fires are common-place in these montane forests, and
characteristically maintain park-like open forests dominated by middle to large canopy
classes with little understory vegetation (Agee 1996). Within these forests, mild to
moderate droughts in the fire year and/or positive antecedent moisture conditions are
shown to be related to historic fires (Agee 1996; Gartner et al. 2012).
Insect outbreak characteristics (eg. synchrony, severity, duration) are linked to
climates that promote insect survival and weaken the defenses of the host tree species
(e.g. Peltonen et al. 2002; Bentz et al. 2010; Senf et al. 2016), as well as to habitat
conditions such as host density and connectivity (Raffa et al. 2008). Warm and dry
climates favour forest insect survival, the expansion of natural ranges (Dale et al. 2001;
Logan et al. 2003; Bentz et al. 2010), and reduce the effectiveness of tree defense
strategies (Mattson and Haack et al. 1987; Dale et al. 2001). The density and age-class of
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host species contributes to the transition of endemic to epidemic insect population levels
(Maclauchlan et al. 2006; Senf et al. 2016). For example, the abundance of suitable-aged
lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta Dougl.) in the late 20th century within inland regions of
the Pacific Northwest is identified as a key determinant in the recent, extensive, MPB
outbreak (Raffa et al. 2008). In interior Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii var. glauca
Beissn. Franco) dominated forests, isolated outbreaks of Douglas-fir beetle
(Dendroctonus pseudotsugae) are increasing (Maclauchlan and Buxton 2015), and the
spatial synchrony of WSB outbreaks has reportedly increased in the 20th century (Flower
et al. 2014a; Axelson et al. 2015; Flower 2016).
Forest insect outbreaks can inhibit or promote the occurrence of other
disturbances, such as fire and disease, creating important ecological feedbacks that affect
forest structure and function. Although research on the interaction between WSB
outbreaks and fires in B.C. is limited (Lynch and Moorcroft 2008), elsewhere researchers
suggest that reduced fire frequency over the past century has led to multi-storied
Douglas-fir stands that support widespread and synchronous WSB outbreaks (Anderson
et al. 1987; Hadley and Veblen 1993; McCullough et al. 1998). Further, research
indicates WSB outbreaks promote significant understory mortality leading to an
accumulation of dead, dry fuels facilitating fire activity and spread (Agee and Hummel
2003). Conversely, other research indicates that WSB outbreaks reduce the fire risk and
minimize the severity of subsequent outbreaks (Lynch and Moorcroft 2008).
The purpose of this study was to document site- and region-level disturbanceclimate relationships in west central B.C., and determine if grassland proximity
influences the occurrence of fire or the initiation of WSB outbreaks. I also sought to
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determine if fires and outbreaks of WSB occur synchronously, asynchronously or
independently. The dry conifer forests and grasslands of interior B.C. are ecologically
and economically important environments to First Nations, government agencies and
industrial organizations. As only limited research was previously directed at
understanding the influence of grasslands on disturbances in this setting, the findings of
the research offer important insights for management strategies aimed at promoting
resilience in these important ecosystems.

4.4

Methods
4.4.1

Study area and site selection

Within the southern and central interior of B.C., Douglas-fir forests cover 16 000
km2, and are generally found at elevations between 800 and 1200 m above sea level (asl).
Arid river valley bottoms are characterized by grasslands with high natural plant species
diversity, dominate at elevations between 400-700 m asl, and support substantial
agricultural and range activities (Tisdale 1947; Tisdale and McLean 1957; Nicholson et
al. 1991). From 700-900 m asl the lower elevation grasslands transition to montane
forests. Like forest-grassland ecotones elsewhere, this ecological transition is sustained
by numerous factors including aspect, moisture availability, competition and disturbances
(Hansen and di Castri 1992; Risser 1995). In this setting the grassland-forest ecotone was
historically characterized as open and park-like with little understory vegetation (Strang
and Parminter, 1980). This vegetation structure was maintained by high-frequency, lowseverity fire activity typical of grassland ecosystems (Lepofsky et al. 2003, Bai et al.
2004). In the absence of 20th century fires, however, modern lower montane forests are
denser and the encroachment of conifers has decreased the grassland area.
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Fire and WSB outbreak histories were examined at eight sites in the Chilcotin and
Fraser plateau region of west central B.C. (Table 4.1)(Figure 4.1). The physiography of
the region is characterized by summit elevations ranging between 700 to 1500 m asl and
arid valleys where the Chilcotin, Fraser and Nicola rivers incise the landscape (Church
and Ryder 2010). A grassland-forest ecotone marks the transition between lower
elevation grasslands and higher-elevation contiguous forests between 600-800 m asl.

Figure 4.1. Location of eight study sites presented in this study.
The B.C. Coast Mountains lie to the west of the region and rise to over 4000 m asl
generating an extensive rain shadow to the east. Warm, dry summers and cold, dry
winters characterize the regional climate (Church and Ryder 2010). In the west portions
of the study region at Tatlayoko Lake 436 mm of precipitation falls annually, with
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summer and winter temperatures averaging 13.1 and -1.8°C, respectively (1980-2010
Climate Normals; Environment and Climate Change Canada 2016). In the eastern section
of the study region at Williams Lake 451 mm of precipitation falls annually, and summer
and winter temperatures average 14.5 and -1.3°C, respectively (1980-2010 Climate
Normals; Environment and Climate Change Canada 2016).

Table 4.1. Site locations in the Cariboo Forest Region, British Columbia. Tree-ring
chronologies are divided between those collected from non-grassland and grassland sites,
and are arranged from east to west (Figure 4.1). The number of samples collected,
number of fire years and mean return interval are presented by individual site.
Site

Latitude
(N)

Longitude
(W)

Elevation
(m asl)

No. of
samples
collected

No. of
fire
yearsa

Mean return
interval
(years)

52o 09.867’
52o 05.575’
52o 05.181’
51o 56.418’

123o 54.683’
123o 37.450’
123o 20.762’
122o 59.939’

1031
897
788
1075

26
22
19
15

16
6
11
9

18
31
30
16

Grassland sites
Dante’s Inferno
51o 52.908’ 122o 49.151’
1022
18
Farwell Canyon
51o 50.525’ 122o 31.051’
915
20
Black Dome
51o 25.421’ 122o 18.902’
1080
46
Meadow Lake
51o 24.234’ 121o 56.761’
1125
24
a
Fire years were identified when at least 2 trees were scarred by a fire

12
14
28
17

24
16
9
16

Non-grassland sites
Redstone
Chilko
Bull Canyon
Hanceville

The sampling locations selected for study include four sites found within
grassland-forest ecotones (within 200 m of expansive grasslands) at locations ranging in
elevation from 915 to 1125 m asl, and are hereafter referred to as ‘grassland sites’ (Table
4.1). The forest cover at these sites is broken by grassy meadows dominated by
bluebunch wheatgrass (Elymus spicatus), short-awned porcupine grass (Hesperostipa
spartea), spreading needlegrass (Acnatherum richardsonii) and big sagebrush (Artemisia
tridentate Nutt.).
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Four additional sites were located in areas of contiguous forest cover with no
nearby open grasslands at elevation ranging from 788 to 1075 m asl, and are hereafter
referred to as ‘non-grassland sites’ (Table 4.1). At each of these sites Douglas-fir trees
dominate, along with infrequent lodgepole pine and Rocky Mountain juniper (Juniperus
scopulorum).
4.4.2

Disturbance history reconstructions
4.4.2.1 Fire

The thick bark of Douglas-fir trees protects the tree bole from the effects of low
severity fires (Peterson and Arbaugh 1986). The same fires can, however, cause partial
cambial scarring in younger trees (20-50 years old) with thin bark (< 2.5 cm in some
Pinus spp.) (McBride 1983). Following this initial injury, surviving trees grow around the
injury preserving the fire event as a scar in the annual growth rings (Fritts and Swetnam
1989). The exposed cambium is vulnerable to future fire activity and the tree may record
multiple fire events while alive.
Dendrochonology uses crossdating techniques to assign dates to individual fire
scars with annual and sometimes seasonal precision (Dieterich and Swetnam 1984). Sitelevel records of fire occurrence and return intervals are created by examining samples
from multiple fire-scarred trees and identifying years when fires scarred two or more
trees. Regional fire histories are developed by combining fire records from multiple sites
to provide insights on the influence of climate on fire activity (Swetnam et al. 1999;
Grissino-Mayer and Swetnam 2000; Swetnam and Baisan 2003).
In this study, fire-scarred trees were identified and sampled within 30-40 ha
search areas to construct site-level fire histories. Trees with the greatest number of visible
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scars were preferentially sampled. Partial stem cross-sections were collected using a
chainsaw from living and standing dead trees, as well as from fallen logs, stumps and
coarse woody debris. The samples were polished with progressively finer grit sandpaper
until the ring boundaries were visible under magnification. The ring widths were
measured to the nearest 0.01 mm and cross dated visually first and then quality checked
using statistical methods (Grissino-Mayer 2001), against previously developed master
tree-ring chronologies from nearby Farwell Canyon (AD 1490-2009) and Redstone (AD
1385-2009) (Axelson et al. 2015). Fire scars were dated based on their year of record in
cross dated annual rings (Dieterich and Swetnam 1984).
Site-level fire histories were compiled for seven of the eight sites by selecting
years when at least two fire scarred trees recorded fire events. At Black Dome the
‘grassland fire’ chronology reported in Harvey et al. (2017) was used that included fire
years recorded by at least two trees within 400 m of grasslands. Regional fire histories
were constructed for grassland sites and for non-grassland sites by pooling all the years
when fires were recorded.
4.4.2.2 Western spruce budworm
WSB is a widespread and destructive defoliating insect whose primary host in
western North America are Douglas-fir trees (Fellin and Dewey 1982), as well as true firs
(Abies spp.), western larch (Larix occidentalis Nutt.) and Engelmann spruce (Picea
engelmanni Parry ex Engelm.) (Furniss and Carolin 1977; Fellin and Dewey, 1982).
Defoliation by WSB results in reduced incremental growth during the outbreak and for
several years following outbreak cessation (Swetnam and Lynch 1989; Alfaro and
Maclauchlan 1992). The duration of WSB outbreaks in the study region ranges from 10-
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20 years (Axelson et al. 2015), with a mean return interval of 33 years (Campbell et al.
2006; Alfaro et al. 2014).
The frequency and duration of WSB outbreaks in host trees is determined by
removing the climate-related component of interannual radial growth. This procedure is
accomplished by using a chronology from a cohabiting non-host tree species sensitive to
the same climate limitations as the host species (Swetnam and Lynch 1989). Intervals of
reduced incremental growth that remain in the ‘climate-corrected’ host chronology are
inferred to result from WSB defoliation (Swetnam and Lynch 1989).
Multi-century WSB outbreak reconstructions were constructed at four sites:
Chilko, Hanceville, Meadow Lake, and Black Dome (Figure 4.1). At each site a WSB
host (Douglas-fir) chronology was constructed by preferentially sampling trees at breast
height with 5.2 mm increment borers and collecting one core from a minimum of 20
trees. The cores were dried, mounted on slotted mounting boards, sanded, and the ring
widths measured and cross dated using the methods described above.
Biological and geometric growth trends in the tree-ring series were removed with
the program ARSTAN by first invoking a negative exponential curve followed by a 50year 50% frequency response cubic smoothing spline (Cook and Peters 1981). A biweight robust mean was computed using a mean value function that minimized the effect
of outliers to produce dimensionless stationary index time series with a mean of 1.0 and
relatively constant variance (Cook and Kairiukstis, 1990). A non-host ponderosa pine
(Pinus ponderosa) chronology compiled by Axelson et al. (2015) was used to remove the
climate signal in the host chronologies and isolate the defoliation signal.
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The tree-ring program OUTBREAK was used to reconstruct WSB outbreaks
(Holmes and Swetnam 1996). The program applies a set of user-defined criteria to
identify sustained periods of reduced radial growth associate with insect outbreak
intervals (Holmes and Swetnam 1996). Following the approach previously taken in this
region and in comparable environments (Swetnam and Lynch 1989, 1993; Alfaro et al.
2014; Axelson et al. 2015), the WSB outbreaks were identified where: 1) a minimum
threshold of eight years of below average growth was detected; and, 2) there was a trend
of reduced growth below -1.28 standard deviation. Stand-wide outbreaks were defined as
occurring when at least 40% of host trees recorded defoliation. Some analyses required a
single year to represent outbreak initiation. Similar to the thresholds employed by others
(i.e. Flower et al. 2014a; Flower 2016), outbreak initiation was defined as the first of at
least two consecutive years when an outbreak was recorded, preceded by two or more
years without an outbreak.
4.4.3

Disturbance-climate relationships

The association between WSB outbreaks and climate was examined over the full
duration of the disturbance and climate records at each site. To determine whether to
include 20th century outbreaks in the analysis, the number of years recording at least 40%
defoliation and the cumulative percent defoliation for 100-year intervals was compared at
each site. The cumulative percent defoliation was calculated over the common interval
AD 1700-2009 to see if there was any apparent difference based on site or temporal
window. Based on these results (Figures 4.3 and 4.4), the relationship between WSB
outbreaks and climate was analyzed over the full duration of the disturbance and climate
records (see Results for more details).
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To represent regional moisture availability, I relied upon gridded reconstructions
of the Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI; Cook et al. 2008a; AD 1600-2005) and
precipitation (Big Creek; Watson and Luckman 2004; AD 1600-1996). The PDSI is a
measure of moisture stress calculated from temperature, precipitation and soil type (Cook
et al. 2008a). Annual summer (June-August) PDSI values were used from the grid point
located closest to the study region (Gridpoint 30; 52.5°N, -122.5°W), and the one
showing the highest Pearson’s correlation with the host ring-width indices. Considering
the influence of precipitation may be greater than temperature on WSB defoliation
(Williams and Liebhold 1995), a proxy precipitation reconstruction from Watson and
Luckman (2004) was used. When detected, autocorrelation was removed from the
climate time series using an ARMA model of an order determined based on Akaike’s
Information Criterion.
At each site the relationship between moisture availability and disturbance events
was assessed using superposed epoch analysis (SEA) in the package dplR in R. SEA
averages climate variables at multiple temporal lags relative to each disturbance event,
creating a composite of climatic variable values before and after disturbance events
(Grissino-Mayer and Swetnam 2000; Rother and Grissino-Mayer 2014). An 11-year
window of analysis was used to assess climate in the year of the disturbance event and in
the five years prior and following events. The analysis was conducted separately for fire
and WSB outbreak event years. Statistical significance was assessed using 1,000 Monte
Carlo simulations to estimate bootstrapped confidence intervals (95 and 99%).
To explore regional patterns in disturbance-climate relationships, four regional
disturbance histories were created by compiling all years when: 1) fires affected non-
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grassland sites; 2) fires affected grassland sites; 3) outbreaks initiated in non-grassland
sites; and, 4) outbreaks initiated in grassland sites. SEA analysis was again used to
compare these regional disturbance histories to the climate records. Additional
motivation for utilizing regional disturbance histories in the analyses was to verify the
site-level disturbance-climate relationships when the number of disturbance events over
the interval of analysis was low, particularly for budworm outbreaks.
Bivariate event analysis (BEA) was used to compare disturbance event years to
extreme climate years. BEA is a modified one-dimensional bivariate Ripley’s K-function
used to determine whether disturbance events and extreme climate events occur closer
together in time than expected by chance (Gavin et al. 2006; Schoennagel et al. 2007;
Gavin 2010; Gartner et al. 2012). Using both the grassland and non-grassland regional
disturbance histories, synchrony with climate was assessed for each regional disturbance
history during the period common to both the disturbance and climate records. The
climate records were ranked based on index value and extreme climate event years
defined as either the 30, 40, or 50 most extreme (positive or negative) index values. In
instances where the period of analysis was: 250 years, the 30 most extreme years were
used; 300 years, the 40 extreme years were used; and, 400 years, the 50 extreme years
were used. The bivariate Ripley’s K-function was transformed to the L function to
stabilize the mean and variance and improve result interpretation (Gavin et al. 2006;
Gavin 2010). Forward selection was used in the K1D software, where fire and WSB
event years were preceded by extreme climate years. Ninety-five percent confidence
intervals were based on 1000 simulations. Values of the L function that exceed the upper
confidence interval indicate a strong relationship of fire events t years after the extreme
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climate years. Values of the L function that fall below the lower confidence interval
indicate fire-climate asynchrony at t years after the extreme climate years. L function
values between the confidence intervals indicate fires occur independently of extreme
climate years.
4.4.4

Fire-insect disturbance interaction

BEA was used to assess the temporal synchrony between fire and WSB outbreak
initiation over the interval of AD 1700 to 1900. At each site, the years when fire activity
was recorded were compared to the years when WSB outbreaks were initiated. To
provide a regional perspective, existing ‘regional fire’ (Harvey et al. 2017) and ‘regional
outbreak’ (Axelson et al. 2015) disturbance records were used. Forward selection was
used in the K1D software, where fire event years were preceded by WSB initiation years.

4.5

Results
4.5.1

Disturbance history reconstructions

Between 6 and 28 fire years were identified at the study sites from AD 1600 to
1900 (Table 4.1; Figure 4.2). Fifty-eight years were identified when fire affected forests
adjacent to grasslands, and 37 years were revealed when fire affected forests not adjacent
to grasslands. The average return interval of fires at non-grassland sites was 24 years
(range: 16-31 years) and 16 years (range: 9-24 years) at grassland sites (Table 4.1).
The WSB outbreak reconstructions for Hanceville, Dante’s Inferno, Black Dome
and Chilko begin between AD 1600 and 1697 (with at least 4 trees recording defoliation)
(Table 4.2; Figure 4.2). Incorporating site data from Axelson et al. (2015)(Table 4.2) at
non-grassland sites, an average of eight outbreaks (range: 7-8 outbreaks) were identified.
Average outbreak duration was 18 years but varied between 14 and 26 years and the
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mean return interval was 49 years (site mean return interval range: 43-67 years). At all
grassland sites, I identified an average of seven outbreaks (range: 5-8 outbreaks), average
outbreak duration was 18 years and varied between 15 and 19 years and the mean return
interval was 64 years (site mean return interval range: 55-76 years).

Figure 4.2. Tree-ring reconstructed chronologies of western spruce budworm outbreaks
(black line) and fire (vertical grey bars) at non-grassland (a) and grassland (b) sites over
the period AD 1600 to 2010. Horizontal dashed lines are the 40% threshold used to
identify outbreak periods. Sites are arranged from west to east (top to bottom). Site name
abbreviations: RS=Redstone, CH=Chilko, BC=Bull Canyon, HV=Hanceville,
DI=Dante’s Inferno, FW=Farwell Canyon, BD, Black Dome, ML=Meadow Lake.
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Table 4.2. Properties of western spruce budworm host chronologies in the Cariboo Forest Region of British Columbia, Canada.
Chronologies are divided into non-grassland and grassland sites and then arranged from east to west (See Figure 4.1). The
reconstructed number, duration and return interval of outbreaks by individual sites.
Site

Series
length
(years AD)

No. of dated
series

Interseries r

Start of
recorda

No. of
outbreaksb

Mean
duration
(years)c

Mean
return
interval
(years)d

Source

Non-grassland sites
Redstone
Chilko
Bull Canyon
Hanceville

1385-2009
1555-2013
1560-2009
1611-2013

68
20
38
20

0.74
0.80
0.75
0.85

1576
1600
1676
1697

8
7
8
8

26
14
18
14

43
67
41
43

Axelson et al. 2015
This study
Axelson et al. 2015
This study

Grassland sites
Dante’s Inferno
Farwell Canyon
Black Dome
Meadow Lake

1606-2013
1490-2009
1620-2013
1516-2010

24
57
37
50

0.82
0.77
0.83
0.76

1650
1615
1625
1594

7
6
5
8

15
18
18
19

50
76
74
55

This study
Axelson et al. 2015
This study
Axelson et al. 2015

a

Start of record for each site truncated when there were fewer than four host trees in the sample.
Outbreaks when at least 40% of trees were defoliated for one or more years
c
Duration spanned the interval when at least two trees recorded defoliation
d
Return intervals are number of years between initiation years of outbreaks
b
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No coherent patterns were detected when the number of years with ≥ 40% defoliation and
cumulative percent defoliation for non-grassland and grassland sites was compared
(Figures 4.3 and 4.4).

Figure 4.3. Comparison of the number number of years recording ≥ 40% defoliation (top
plots) and cumulative percent defoliation (lower plots) within 100 year periods at nongrassland (a) and grassland (b) sites over the interval AD 1610 to 2009. See Figure 4.2
caption for site abbreviation descriptions.

Figure 4.4. Cumulative percent defoliation from AD 1700 to 2010 at non-grassland
(black line) and grassland (grey line) sites.
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4.5.2

Disturbance-climate relationships
4.5.2.1 WSB outbreak initiation

At the site level, SEA identified statistically significant relationships between
outbreak initiation years, PDSI and precipitation in the years prior to the outbreak at four
sites (Figure 4.5). At these sites anomalously low PDSI and/or precipitation occurred
during or preceded outbreak initiation by one to five years (Figure 4.5). A significant
relationship was also found at Hanceville, where anomalously low PDSI and precipitation
occurred 3-5 years following outbreak initiation. No significant relationships were found
between outbreak initiation, PDSI and precipitation at Redstone, Bull Canyon or Chilko
(Figure 4.5).
At the regional level for non-grassland sites, SEA identified statistically significant
relationships between outbreak initiation and anomalously low PDSI in the year prior to
outbreak initiation, and between outbreak initiation and anomalously low precipitation
four years before outbreaks (Figure 4.6). At grassland sites, statistically significant
relationships between outbreak initiation, and anomalously low PDSI and precipitation
were found in the two years prior to outbreaks (Figure 4.6). BEA corroborated the results
of the SEA at both non-grassland and grassland sites, identifying significant associations
between outbreak initiation years and extreme negative PDSI and precipitation years
during the outbreak year and multiple year preceding the outbreak (Figure 4.7).
Additionally, at grassland sites BEA reported a statistically significant asynchronous
relationship between outbreak initiation years, extreme positive PDSI and precipitation
years in the two years preceding outbreak initiation (Figure 4.7).
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Figure 4.5. (Previous page) Superposed epoch analysis indicating the direction of
reconstructed climate anomalies (Palmer Drought Severity Index (Cook et al. 2008a) and
precipitation (Watson and Luckman 2004)0 for an 11-year window centered on outbreak
initiation dates at the four non-grassland (a) and four grassland (b) sites. Descending bars
indicate a negative association with the climate variable (i.e., droughty conditions),
ascending bars indicate a positive association with the climate variable (i.e., wetter
conditions). Dashed lines mark the 95% and 99% confidence intervals and dark grey
shading highlights statistically significant (95% confidence intervals) anomalies. See
Figure 4.2 caption for site abbreviation descriptions.
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Figure 4.6. Superposed epoch analysis indicating the regionalized direction of
reconstructed climate anomalies (Palmer Drought Severity Index (Cook et al. 2008a) and
precipitation (Watson and Luckman 2004)) for an 11-year window centered on outbreak
initiation dates from all non-grassland (a) and all grassland (b) sites. Descending bars
indicate a negative association with the climate variable (i.e., droughty conditions),
ascending bars indicate a positive association with the climate variable (i.e., wetter
conditions). Dashed lines mark the 95% and 99% confidence intervals and dark grey
shading highlights statistically significant (95% confidence intervals) anomalies.
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Figure 4.7. Bivariate event analysis of the temporal association of extreme negative and
positive Palmer Drought Severity Index (Cook et al. 2008a) and precipitation (Watson
and Luckman 2004) with the non-grassland (a) and grassland (b) regionalized histories of
outbreak initiation. Black solid lines indicate Lhat values (L function with stabilized
mean and variance) for t years before the fire events (t=0). Dotted lines indicate the upper
and lower confidence intervals (95%). Lhat values outside the confidence intervals
indicate synchrony with fire, and values between the confidence intervals indicate a
random relation of fire and climate events. Grey shaded bars highlight statistical
significance (P<0.05).
4.5.2.2 Fire
At the site level, SEA identified statistically significant relationships between
years when fire was recorded, PDSI and precipitation at five sites (Figure 4.8). At
Hanceville fire years were associated with above average PDSI values three years prior to
the fire years. At Meadow Lake fires were significantly related to anomalously low PDSI
in the year of the fire, high PDSI in the year prior to the fire and high precipitation three
years prior to the fire. At Farwell Canyon below average PDSI five years prior to the fire
was significantly associated to fire years. At Dante’s Inferno a significant association was
found between anomalously high PDSI three years prior to fire years and below average
precipitation five years before fire years. Lastly, at Black Dome significant relationships
between above average PDSI were found in the year prior to fire years, and between
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Figure 4.8. (Previous page) Superposed epoch analysis indicating the direction of
reconstructed climate anomalies (Palmer Drought Severity Index (Cook et al. 2008a) and
precipitation (Watson and Luckman 2004)) for an 11-year window centered on fire years
at the four non-grassland (a) and four grassland (b) sites. Descending bars indicate a
negative association with the climate variable (i.e., droughty conditions), ascending bars
indicate a positive association with the climate variable (i.e., wetter conditions). Dashed
lines mark the 95% and 99% confidence intervals and dark grey shading highlights
statistically significant (95% confidence intervals) anomalies. See Figure 4.2 caption for
site abbreviation descriptions.
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Figure 4.9. Superposed epoch analysis indicating the regionalized direction of
reconstructed climate anomalies (Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI; Cook et al.
2008a) and precipitation (Watson and Luckman 2004)) for an 11-year window centered
on fire years from all non-grassland (a) and all grassland (b) sites. Descending bars
indicate a negative association with the climate variable (i.e., droughty conditions),
ascending bars indicate a positive association with the climate variable (i.e., wetter
conditions). Dashed lines mark the 95% and 99% confidence intervals and dark grey
shading highlights statistically significant (95% confidence intervals) anomalies.
fire years and low precipitation values five years after the fire year. No significant
relationships were found at the Bull Canyon, Redstone and Chilko sites.
At the regional level for non-grassland sites, SEA identified statistically
relationships between fire years and above average precipitation three years prior to the
fire year (Figure 4.9). At grassland sites, statistically significant relationships between
fire years and anomalously low PDSI in the fire year and above average PDSI in the year
prior to the fire year. At non-grassland sites, BEA indicated a significant association
between fire years and extreme negative PDSI years in the year of the fire and multiple
years preceding the fire (Figure 4.10). Extreme positive precipitation three years prior to
fire years was also found to be significantly related at non-grassland sites. At grassland
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sites, BEA suggested that both positive and negative extreme PDSI and precipitation
years were related to fire years in the fire year and in years prior to the fire (Figure 4.10).

Figure 4.10. Bivariate event analysis of the temporal association of extreme negative and
positive Palmer Drought Severity Index (Cook et al. 2008a) and precipitation (Watson
and Luckman 2004) with the non-grassland (a) and grassland (b) regionalized fire
histories. Black solid lines indicate Lhat values (L function with stabilized mean and
variance) for t years before the fire events (t=0). Dotted lines indicate the upper and lower
confidence intervals (95%). Lhat values outside the confidence intervals indicate
synchrony with fire, an values between the confidence intervals indicate a random
relation of fire and climate events. Grey shaded bars highlight statistical significance
(P<0.05).
4.5.3

Fire-insect disturbance interaction

At the site level, no consistent relationships between fire years and outbreak
initiation years were identified (Figure 4.11). At Redstone a significant relationship
between fire years and outbreak initiation years suggests that outbreaks occurred around
20 years prior to fire years more often than expected by chance (Figure 4.11). While an
asynchronous relationship at Meadow Lake between fire years and outbreak initiation
was found (Figure 4.11), similar relationships were not detected elsewhere. At the
regional level, no significant relationships between fire years and outbreak initiation
years were documented (Figure 4.12).
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4.6

Discussion
4.6.1

Disturbance histories

The mean fire return intervals determined for the study sites (non-grassland sites:
24 years; grassland sites: 17 years) are similar to those reported elsewhere in the CFR
(Daniels and Watson 2003 [27 years; 1 ha plots]; and Harvey et al. 2017 [23 years; 7 km2
study area]). In the Stein River Valley, ~150 km southeast of the study region, Heyerdahl
et al. (2007) records historic fire activity every 14-24 years, with variability attributed
mainly to aspect (mean plot size: 0.3 ha). Frequent historic fires in the study region and
similar environments elsewhere, would have suppressed understory vegetation in areas of
contiguous forests and maintained open parkland forests adjacent to grasslands (Agee
1996).
Visual assessment of the outbreak reconstructions shows that budworm
populations have fluctuated since the 17th century in the CFR (Figure 4.2). Across all the
study sites the mean outbreak duration (18 years) and the mean return interval (56 years)
is similar to previously reported moderate to severe outbreaks from interior B.C.
(Campbell et al. 2006; Axelson et al. 2015), the inland northwest U.S. (Flower et al.
2014a; Flower 2016), and the southwest U.S. (Swetnam and Lynch 1993). The mean
outbreak duration, number of outbreaks, defoliation levels and return interval for nongrassland sites and grassland sites was similar (Table 4.2; Figures 4.3 and 4.4),
suggesting the historic character of outbreaks was generally consistent across Douglas-fir
forests in the study region.
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Figure 4.11. Synchrony of fire occurrence and the initiation years of western spruce
budworm outbreaks, analyzed using bivariate event analysis at each of the eight sites. See
the caption for Figure 4.7 for more details and Figure 4.2 caption for site abbreviation
descriptions.
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Figure 4.12. Synchrony of regional fire occurrence and regional initiation years of
western spruce budworm outbreaks analyzed using bivariate event analysis. See the
caption for Figure 4.7 for more details.
4.6.2

Outbreaks of WSB triggered by drought, especially at grassland sites

These analyses suggest that anomalously warm, dry conditions associated with
drought are an important prerequisite for initiation of WSB outbreaks (Figures 4.5-4.7).
Research documenting the association of climate and bark beetle outbreaks in coniferdominated forests (e.g. Hart et al. 2014) indicates that drought conditions reduce
photosynthesis (Pallardy and Kozlowski 2008), leaf area (Mattson and Haack 1987) and
terpene production (Bohlmann 2012). These drought-triggered physiological process
changes would likely have limited impact on defoliating insects such as the WSB.
The association between drought and outbreaks of defoliating insects likely stems
from the drought-induced improvements in the nutritional quality of foliage, climate
conditions that promote larval survival and forest structure characteristics. First, drought
increases foliar nitrogen content, which promotes insect survival especially in the early
stages of larval development (White, 1984). Second, warm and dry conditions
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characteristic of drought create a physical environment that increases larval survival
(Rhoades 1983; Mattson and Haack 1987), where larval survival, growth and
reproductive rates are greater during periods of low precipitation, foliar moisture content
and/or soil moisture (Cates et al. 1983; Mattson and Haack 1987; Clancy 1991; Campbell
1993). Third, it is postulated that in areas where available host trees are limited (e.g. open
forests, grassland adjacent forests, mixed composition forests), improved forage and
climate conditions caused by drought conditions may be of even greater importance to
the initiation of outbreak levels of WSB.
Research conducted by Flower et al. (2014a) documents an association between
warm, dry conditions and the initiation of WSB outbreaks in the inland northwest.
Similarly, Senf et al. (2016) reports an association between recent WSB outbreaks and
anomalously dry autumn conditions in B.C. from AD 1995 to 2013. Swetnam and Lynch
(1993); Williams and Liebhold (1995); Ryerson et al. (2003); and Flower et al. (2014a)
report on a relationship between cool, wet conditions and outbreaks. These findings
suggest positive moisture conditions may increase the quantity of foliage available for
larval feeding. In contrast to these reports, however, the analyses reported here did not
identify a significant relationship between positive moisture conditions and outbreaks.
These findings could suggest that the highly contiguous forests in this region provide
sufficient foraging pathways during outbreaks to overcome any effects of moisture
induced reductions in foliar growth.
To the best of my knowledge, this study is the first to explicitly recognize the
influence of grassland proximity on WSB outbreaks. At the site and regional scales, the
relationship between drought and outbreaks was stronger and more persistent at grassland
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sites than at non-grassland sites (Figures 4.6 and 4.7). Forests near grasslands are
generally less dense than forests further from grasslands, where the open structure of
grassland adjacent forests was maintained historically by frequent fires (Gartner et al.
2012; Harvey et al. 2017. I postulate that the sensitivity of outbreak initiation to climate
is greater at grassland sites and attribute this finding to the reduced density in host trees
emphasizing the drought requirement for outbreak initiation. I recognize that the positive
relationship identified between drought and WSB outbreaks may not be linear, and that
future insect populations may be negatively affected by drought-induced changes to the
prevalent forest structure.
4.6.3

Enhanced fire-climate sensitivity at grassland sites

Forests adjacent to grasslands were found to have experienced fires more
frequently than non-grassland sites from AD 1600 to 1900. The data describe an average
fire return interval of 24 years (range: 16-31 years) at the non-grassland sites and 18
years (range: 16-24 years) at grassland sites (Table 4.1). Results from the analyses
indicate that positive antecedent moisture conditions are related to fire years at grassland
sites at the site and regional level (Figures 4.8-4.10). This climatic association suggests
that cool, wet spring and early summer conditions may promote the growth and
productivity of the herbaceous layer, thereby increasing the availability of fine fuels that
would assist the spread of fire in environments (i.e. Miller and Urban 2000). The results
from BEA indicate that at grassland sites both positive antecedent moisture and drought
conditions are related to fire activity, highlighting the complex fire-climate relationships
at grassland proximal forests. High and low extremes of moisture conditions preceding
fires could be related to pulses of fine fuel growth and then intense drying of the fuels.
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The absence of significant fire-climate relationships at three of the non-grassland
sites (Figure 4.8) may indicate that fires affecting these forests occurred independent of
climate. In this region the summer climate is generally warm and dry, and in the event of
ignition and conducive weather conditions (e.g. wind), localized fires would spread into
forests regardless of the seasonal climate. When considering the regional fire history
composites, it was shown that fire years at non-grassland sites were related to positive
antecedent moisture three years prior to the fire using only the precipitation
reconstruction. BEA corroborated this finding, and may indicate that at non-grassland
sites fine fuels are also a significant component of the fuel environment.
4.6.4

Fire and WSB outbreaks occur independently

No consistent relationship was identified between fire and WSB outbreaks among
the eight sites, nor to the regional fire and outbreak histories (Figures 4.11 and 4.12).
Both fire and WSB outbreaks were associated with reduced moisture availability.
However, the analyses suggest these disturbances occur randomly in time relative to each
other, and are thus possibly responding to climate variability over different temporal
scales (Flower et al. 2014b). WSB outbreaks are associated with the cumulative effects of
persistent drought, while fire is associated with stochastic ignitions and the probability of
fire spread. In this region, the latter is influenced by dry, hot conditions in the fire year
and oftentimes preceded by positive moisture conditions promoting fine fuel growth
especially at grassland adjacent forests.
Feedbacks and interactions between multiple disturbance types are dependent on
the timing, intensity and severity of each disturbance. In the case of WSB and fire,
studies suggest that understory mortality caused by WSB outbreaks, promotes
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accumulations of dead, dry fuels facilitating fire activity and spread (Swetnam and
Betacourt 1998; Agee and Hummel 2003). Others have reported decreased fire risk and
intensity with WSB outbreaks citing reduced ladder fuel and canopy foliage following
outbreaks (Lynch and Moorecroft 2008; Sturtevant et al. 2012; Cohn et al. 2014). These
results support the findings of Flower et al. (2014b) and suggest that fire and WSB
outbreaks occurred independently across the dry Douglas-fir dominated forests of the
interior Pacific Northwest between AD 1600 and 2010.
4.6.5

Management and implications

Over the past century fire activity was infrequent in the study region (Figure 4.2).
Fire suppression and other land management practices have altered the ecological
structure and function of forests and grasslands through the infilling of montane forests
and the encroachment of woody plants into grasslands (Strang and Parminter 1980; Bai et
al. 2004). Forest infilling can increase fire risk and intensity contributing to more
dangerous fire activity with deleterious ecological effects. The encroachment of conifers
into grasslands alters species composition and decreases the quality and quantity of
available forage for agricultural grazing (Bai et al. 2004).
In interior B.C. efforts to restore forests to their historical character include
prescribed burning and thinning treatments (Klenner et al. 2008). Forest management
prescriptions are oftentimes applied at the forest-grassland ecotone to mitigate the effects
of 20th century management programs (e.g. fire suppression). Our understanding of
disturbance histories that affected the forest-grassland ecotone is often based on data not
directly collected at the ecotone. This approach may result in the application of
management prescriptions inappropriate for this sensitive ecosystem. The findings of
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these analyses suggest that fires burned more frequently in grassland adjacent, lower
montane forests than in middle montane forests. In areas near grasslands it is suggested
that restoration prescriptions aimed at mimicking historical fire activity be expanded, and
that they be applied at a frequency of around 17 years. In middle and upper montane
forests where fire risk is higher due to forest infilling, treatments such as thinning should
be applied. Heterogeneous forest structure in montane forests, and in most natural
systems, improves ecosystem resilience to disturbances and creates greater habitat and
species diversity (Reich et al. 2001; Peterson and Reich 2008).
Synchronous WSB outbreaks have occurred over large areas of western North
America (Flower 2016), and at finer spatial scales outbreaks of low, moderate and high
severity have been identified occurring at variable temporal scales (e.g. Axelson et al.
2015). Outbreaks are associated with impacts such as timber losses, stem defects,
understory mortality, and delayed regeneration caused by budworm feeding on
developing cones (Alfaro et al. 1982; Fellin and Dewey 1982; Alfaro and Maclauchlan
1992; Hadley and Veblen 1993; Maclauchlan and Brooks 2009).
The B.C. government conducts an annual spray program to suppress WSB
outbreaks in high value stands using bacillicus thurigensis var. kustaki (btk). Considering
the significant association identified between outbreak initiation and warm, dry climate
conditions, I suggest prioritizing research and monitoring that identifies the early stages
of WSB outbreaks in order to provide the opportunity to minimize their impact
(applications of btk) in anomalously dry, warm years. Further, it is recommended that
high-value Douglas-fir stands found adjacent to grasslands be targeted for spraying when
conditions are hot and dry. These efforts may help reduce the economic losses associated
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with the transition of endemic to epidemic insect populations. Lastly, areas identified as
high risk to budworm defoliation could be thinned to promote stand and tree vigour.
It is worth noting that these results indicate WSB has been an active disturbance
agent in forests since AD 1600 including the 20th century. Consequently, the occurrence
of WSB outbreaks is not evidence of the impact of fire suppression, however, future
research associating the spatial synchronicity of defoliator outbreaks to contemporary
changes in forest structure warrants attention.

4.7

Conclusion
Future warmer and drier climates are likely to predispose interior B.C. forests to

more frequent disturbance from wildfires and insect outbreaks (Spittlehouse and Stewart
2004). The 20th century character of montane forests is dense and expanding into
grasslands; frequent disturbances driven by climate change could lead to alternative
ecosystem states such as lower montane forests becoming grasslands (Turner 2010). For
example, forests recovering from disturbances have been found to be more susceptible to
the negative effects of drought such as mortality (Jactel et al. 2012), which further
highlights the importance in understanding disturbance dynamics and climate
relationships.
Oftentimes management prescriptions are applied at grassland-forest ecotones
based on disturbance histories collected in forests not adjacent to grasslands. These
findings suggest that disturbances affecting grassland adjacent forests occurred at
different frequencies and are more sensitive to climatic variability than forests not
adjacent to grasslands. The finding emphasizes the importance of collecting ecosystem
specific baseline data to correctly characterize historical disturbance regimes. The results
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from this research support the restoration efforts ongoing in similar ecosystems in the
U.S. (Ryan et al. 2013), and reinforce the need for expanding similar management
prescriptions (prescribed burning and thinning) in the dry conifer forests of interior B.C.
to reduce the risk of severe fire and WSB disturbances (Klenner et al. 2008).
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Chapter 5 Conclusion
5.1

Introduction
The forest and grassland ecosystems of the Cariboo Forest Region (CFR) contain

economically and ecologically important forest resources. This research describes the
climate and ecological factors that influenced past disturbance activity and provides
important information for management activities aimed at promoting the health and
resilience of these ecosystems in the face of changing climates.

5.2

Summary of main research results
1.

I found that spatially variable fire-climate relationships and forest
structure indicates a mixed-severity fire history at the forest-grassland
ecotone in the Churn Creek Protected Area (CCPA). Fires that affected
only forest-grassland ecotonal forests were associated with positive
antecedent moisture conditions, while widespread fires affecting much of
the entire study area were likely driven by persistent drought conditions.
Plot-level descriptions of forest structure indicated that historically low,
mixed and high severity fire activity occurred in the study area.

2.

Climate-fire analyses at multiple sites across the CFR reveal that
interannual climate variability, and not large-scale patterns of climate
variability, drives fire activity from local to regional scales. Utilizing
multiple reconstructions of PDO, ENSO and PNA, weak relationships
were found between regional fire activity and large-scale patterns of
climate variability between AD 1600 and 1900, and that regional fire
events were strongly driven by interannual climate variability as
expressed by reconstructed PDSI.

3.
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My findings suggest drought conditions are an important prerequisite for
the initiation of WSB outbreaks, especially at sites adjacent to grasslands.
Existing research documenting the relationships between outbreak
initiation and climate in B.C. are limited, therefore this finding represents
a significant contribution to understanding disturbance-climate
relationships.

4.

Fire activity at sites adjacent to grasslands was more frequent than at
sites not close to grasslands, and was related to antecedent moisture
conditions. This research outcome suggests that historically, fine fuel
growth was a key determinant of fire activity in forest-grassland ecotones
of the CFR.

5.

I did not document a relationship or interaction between years of
outbreaks of WSB and fire activity. Although no significant historical
interaction was detected, the developing denser contemporary forest
structure coupled with increased insect outbreaks may result in future
novel disturbance interactions.

5.3

Management implications
Forest land managers of dry conifer ecosystems across much of western North

America have long been frustrated by conflicting interpretations of fire history and
appropriate restoration goals. The research findings presented in this dissertation provide
several key recommendations to forest managers working to promote economic and
ecological resilience in these forest ecosystems. First, at the tree and stand scale, the
findings indicate that existing forest and grassland management activities (e.g. thinning
and prescribed fire) should be expanded to include treatments to mimic patches created
by high-severity fire. Increased stand-level heterogeneity improves tree vigour and stand
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resilience to disturbances including both fire and WSB. Although the efficacy of forest
restoration efforts in similar ecosystems is variable (Roccafort et al. 2010), in
consideration of projected climate change, forest management activities should be
increased to decrease fire risk in the province.
Second, this research is a novel contribution that explicitly recognizes the role of
proximity to grasslands as a key determinant of fire history and WSB outbreak
parameters. Additional research in this area is required, specifically management
activities applied at the forest-grassland ecotone should be based on data collected in
these environments, and not inferred from relationships found in middle and upper
montane forest ecosystem. Continuing to do so, could result in inappropriate management
prescriptions applied to this sensitive ecosystem.
Third, in consideration of the significant association that was identified between
WSB outbreak initiation and warm, dry climate conditions, I suggest prioritizing future
research and monitoring that identifies the early stages of outbreaks, and that
management activities aimed at minimizing the effects of outbreaks, such as applying btk,
be intensified in anomalously dry, warm years.
Lastly, the application of hierarchical forest management plans that holistically
consider multiple disturbance agents and climate change, could incorporate prescriptions
at the tree, stand and landscape scales to improve multi-scale heterogeneity and resilience
in forest ecosystems (Hessburg et al. 2015). For example, building landscape-level
heterogeneity by decreasing host connectivity and density across the CFR, may decrease
the risk of epidemic outbreaks of WSB and Douglas-fir beetle and also dangerous fire
activity.
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5.4

Future research
After completing the research presented in this dissertation, I identified four areas

with significant potential for future research efforts.
1.

Spatially explicit fire history reconstructions are limited in B.C.,
especially in areas of the western and northern Cariboo-Chilcotin region
not covered in this dissertation. Improving the spatial resolution of
historical fire datasets will improve past characterizations of fire-climate
relationships and, in turn, better inform our knowledge about future fireclimate associations and how best to restore and promote resilience in
dry conifer forests.

2.

In this dissertation, superposed epoch and bivariate event analyses were
used to detect relationships between historical fire and climate datasets.
Future research should explore other statistical techniques intended to
link continuous climate-time series data, climate extreme datasets and
discrete fire event years. Additionally, different climate datasets could be
utilized to describe fire-climate relationships including proxy
reconstructions of sea surface temperature and the site-specific, moisturelimited Douglas-fir chronologies.

3.

The research presented in Chapter 4 focused on characterizing the
historical relationships between fire, WSB and climate. Characterizing
the twentieth century recovery of Douglas-fir cohorts after single and
multiple disturbances would increase our understanding of long-term
impacts on these forest ecosystems. Impacts could include growth
recovery rates and the initiation of compensatory growth mechanisms
following disturbances of different severities and the influence of canopy
position on recovery.

4.

The expansion of existing forest management programs, and the
implementation of new programs in B.C., that include silvicultural
treatments such as overstory and/or understory thinning, prescribed
burning and mixed species planting, require long-term research programs
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to evaluate how management prescriptions can alter the effects of
disturbances of various intensities. These efforts would enhance
management activities aimed at promoting resilience and reducing the
dangerous effects of fire and the susceptibility of Douglas-fir dominated
forests to WSB outbreaks.
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Appendices
Appendix 1. The location of trees (circular marker) recording the 14 widespread fire
events in the Churn Creek Protected Area described in Chapter 2. Each fire year map uses
the base map presented in Figure 1 and the fire year is presented in the white inset box.
Widespread fire years were identified when fire was recorded by at least 25% of
recording samples over the entire research area.

